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LASER SHOCKWAVE GENERATION, PROPAGATION, ANDINTERACTIONS

IN LOW PRESSURE AIR

by

Mark David Wilke

ABSTRACT

Strong spherical shock waves were generated in 1 to 50 torr air

by irradiating 3.4-ug plastic-shell targets with 5 to 30 J, 300 psec

Nd:glass laser pulses. The shock wave trajectories were measured

with an electrostatic framing camera during the luminous phase and a

shadowgraphy system during the nonluminous phase. A holographic,

two-wavelength interferometer obtained both trajectory information

and fringe patterns which, after Abel inversion, yielded electron

and gas density profiles. The data taken during the early expansion

when the target mass has a significant effect were compared with

existing analytical calculations and with numerical calculations. A

description of the early expansion is given, in which the target

mass is taken to be an isentropically expanding gas that supplies

energy to a variable-energy blast wave in the surrounding air. The

description is consistent with the numerical calculations and not

inconsistent with the data. Two-dimensional experiments were con-

ducted by reflecting the spherical shock wave fran a plane and by

allowing two near-identical shocks to collide. The two-dimensional

results are compared to a scaled nuclear shock and to two-

dimensional numerical calculations.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis investigates the formation, propagation, and inter-

action of strong spherical shock waves in low-pressure air. The

shocks were produced by high-power laser irradiation of microshell

targets. The investigation includes single spherical shock waves,

the compound shocks produced by reflection from a plane, and the

interaction of two nearly identical shock waves. The majority of

the data were taken in air at pressures of 1 and 50 torr. The hol-

low-shell plastic (CH)n targets had a mass of- 3.4 ~g each and were

irradiated by a 300-ps Nd:glass laser pulse with energies of - 5 to

30 J.

The one-dimensional and two-dimensional shock wave experiments

are interrelated because the shock interaction investigations re-

quire an understanding of the structure of the individual shock

waves during the period of time when the interactions are to take

place. This understanding includes measuring peak gas densities and

electron number densities. The density measurements are of special

interest because, in previous experiments, there is a lack of agree-

ment between measured densities and theoretically or numerically

calculated densities.

The formation of the laser shock waves from the target plasma is

also of interest in this thesis. There appears to be little pre-

vious information regarding this phase of the shock wave propagation

for experiments using subnanosecond pulses and microgram targets.
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Measurements were made with a variety of plasma and gas-dynamic

techniques. High-speed electrostatic framing cameras were used

to photograph the luminous shock and plasma at times as early as

50 ns after the Nd:glass laser pulse. Multiple-frame shadowgraphy

photographs were taken during the period of time 1 to 30 ps after

irradiation. The most detailed diagnostics were obtained with a

two-wavelength ruby-laser holographic interferometer that recorded

single holographic images at predetermined times. Measurements of

maximum particle velocities in vacuum were also made, using ion

detectors.

The photographs, shadowgraphs, and interferograms provided

radius-vs-time data which were used to determine the energy content

of the shock wave during the blast-wave phase of expansion for

comparison with the laser energy that initiated it. The inter-

ferogram fringe patterns were digitized and inverted to determine

the gas density and electron number density behind the shock.

An Abel inversion technique was developed and tested for best

possible applicability to the type of interferometric data ob-

tained. The method was found to give good results when compared

with other techniques.

The early radius-vs-time data have been compared with a variety

of analytical approximations and self-similar fluid solutions to

facilitate understanding of the

A pre-existing finite-d<

computer code was also used to

early expansion.

fference Lagrangian hydrodynamic

simulate the experiments. The code

I

already included radiation transport, and for these simulations it

was modified to include electron heat transport.
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Shock interaction experiments were carried out to investigate

two-dimensional shock structures such as Mach stems. Scaling

relations were used to compare the laser experiments with two-

dimensional nuclear shock data. The experiments were also mdeled,

using an existing two-dimensional hydrodynamics code.

Interest in the type of self-similar fluid motion generated by a

near-instantaneous, near-point release of energy or blast wave began

in the early 1940s in conjunction with efforts to develop the atomic

bomb. Self-similar motions (which are discussed more fully in later

chapters) have the property that plots of a given flow variable at

different times can be made identical by multiplying the axis by

time-dependent values. G. I. Taylor and J. von Neumann were both ap-

proached with the problem and they presented their solutions nearly

simultaneously (June 27, 1941 and June 30, 1941, respectively).

Both solutions remained classified for several years, during which

time Sedov [see Sedov (1959)] independently arrived at the same

solution. Taylor’s work was later published [Taylor (1950)], and

von Neumann’s appears in Bethe (1958). For self-similar fluid

motion, the partial differential equations that describe spherically

symmetric, inviscid, adiabatic flow convert to ordinary differential

equations that can be integrated. One of the conditions of the

conversion is that the shock radius be given by Rs = At” where A is

a dimensional constant, a is a number, and t is the time. The form

of A and value of a can be determined from the dimensional constants

describing the problem.

The Taylor-von Neumann-Sedov (TVS) solution is based on the

5 2 where Esdimensional relation Es = g(y)po Rs /t is the energy
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released in an ambient atmosphere of density po. The dimensionless

variable g(y), a function of the specific heat ratio y, is - 1.

This relation has been shown to be a good approximation for nuclear

shock waves [Glasstone (1962)] and to some extent for high-explosive

shock waves [Baker (1973)].

The TVS instantaneous point source solution is a special case

of a large class of self-similar motions partially investigated by

Freeman (1968) where, in general, the energy is supplied to the

shock front with a power-law dependence on time. These solutions

are discussed in Chapter IV. The time dependence of the shock-wave

energy is given by Es = t~, where B = O for the TVS solution. The

general relation between B and a is a = (B + 2)/5. Other special

cases of variable-energy self-similar blast waves that have been

studied include the shock formation in a circumstellar medium by a

strong stellar wind where 6 = 1 [Avedisova (1972)] and in the air

surrounding a uniformly expanding sphere where s = 3 [Taylor

[1946)].

Several approximate expressions have been obtained for the case

of spherical fluid motion from an instantaneous point-energy re-

lease. Chernyi [see Zel ‘dovich and Raizer (1967)] and Bethe (1958)

developed similar approximate solutions by assuming the ambient air

is swept up in a thin shell. Bethe’s method of approximation can be

extended to obtain approximate solutions for non-ideal situations

exemplified by Fuchs’ (1958) inclusion of source mass, which is

described in Appendix C.

Early experimental observations of self-similar spherical shock

expansions consist mainly of nuclear shock-wave data [Glasstone



(1962)] where the expansion is described very well by the TVS solu-

tion. These observations show that the TVS solution accurately

describes the expansion for some period of time regardless of non-

ideal initial conditions that may include much source mass from the

crater and tower debris, and the extended source energy of the iso-

thermal sphere, which does not represent a point energy release.

TVS shock waves will result from non-instantaneous energy releases

if the time and radius of energy deposition are small compared to

the time and radius at which the shock expansion is observed.

Many experiments have now been performed using lasers as an

energy source [see Hughes (1975) for a review] that indicate the

laser-initiated fluid motion goes through a period of self-similar

expansion where Rs = t2/5. Again, the eventual a = 2/5 expansion

applies for a variety of initial conditions. Basov et al (1973) and

Leonard and Mayer (1975) used this fact to determine laser-target

coupling in fusion experiments by masuring Rs(t) and relating it to

Es. In both cases, the influence of target mass on the early expan-

sion was suggested, and Basov et al further suggest a possible

influence from electron heat transport.

The capability of conveniently producing strong spherical shocks

in the laboratory and of measuring not only Rs(t) but also density

profiles provides a research tool for spherical experiments that

complements planar shock studies done with shock tubes. It may also

be possible to study astrophysical problems as well as phenomena

previously investigated only with high explosives and nuclear tests.

For example, Barasch, Stone, and Wilke [see Wilke and Stone (1979)]

demonstrated the use of laser-generated shocks for two-dimensional
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shock-wave interaction studies previously done with high explosives

[Dewey, McMi11in, and Classen (1977)]. Properties of the laser-

initiated shocks are also of interest for applications in inertial

confinement fusion development. Booth et al. (1976), for instance,

suggested the use of a “buffer” gas in the reactor chamber to pro-

tect the walls.

Although many measurements of the electron number density pro-

files and gas density profiles have been made, comparisons with

calculations are typically not good. For example, Director (1975)

and Guenther et al (1973) showed agreement in shape but not magni-

tude of the profiles. The discrepancies probably resulted from

their method of Abel inversion [Pikalov and Preobrazhenskii (1974)].

Except for the Basov et al and Leonard and Mayer references for

experiments with pulse lengths ~ 1 ns, there is little information

on the initial post-pulse expansion, when u > 2/5. There have been

investigations of the expansion of plasmas resulting from finite-

length laser pulses focused in gases, where the plasma dimensions

were measured during and after the pulse. Ramsden and Savic (1964)

showed that the front toward the laser expands as a detonation wave

(a = 3/5) during the pulse. Director (1975) pulsed a target many

times to simulate the Es = t (B = 1) situation. He found a= 3/5,

as predicted by Freeman’s theoretical result. More applicable to

this thesis is Dabora’s (1972) consideration of the results of Hall

(1969). A 20-ns, 0.5-J ruby-laser pulse was focused onto a tantalum

slab in - 1 torr of argon to produce a hemispherical blast wave.

Hall found relationships between po, Es, Rs, and t for t < 1 us in

reasonable agreement with the TVS solution. Dabora found even
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better agreement was possible if he assumed the tantalum target

continued to supply energy to the shock front after the laser pulse

ended, with a B = 0.1 time dependence. Lampis and Brown (1968)

observed periods during the early expansion of laser sparks where

a # 2/5. They attributed the a # 2/5 expansion to geometrical

effects. Finally, Leonard and Hammering (private communication)

compared the data of Leonard and Mayer with the approximate thin-

shell theory of Freiwald and Axford (1975) that includes the source

mass. The agreement is not very good.

The subject of two-dimensional planar-shock interactions has

been extensively investigated, both experimentally and theoretic-

ally, by Ben-Dor (1968). Two-dimensional spherical shock interac-

tion data exist for reflected nuclear shocks (Gladstone), but so far

no convenient way has been developed to study interactions of strong

spherical shock waves on a small scale.

The first chapter of this thesis describes the experiments and

the diagnostics. Chapter 11 describes the measurement of radius-vs-

time and how the shock energy is assigned based on the radius mea-

surements at times when the data indicate a = 2/5. Chapter III

describes the interferometry method and compares the results ~“th

analytical predictions. Chapter IV considers the early expansion in

analytical terms. A variable-energy blast wave interpretation of

the data is suggested and qualitatively examined. Chapter V

describes the one-dimensional computer modeling and compares model

results with the data. Chapter VI describes the two-dimensional

experiments. The results are scaled and compared with an equivalent

nuclear shock. Modeling, using an existing two-dimensional code, is

7



described and the results are compared with the data. Appendices

are included for description of the experimental design, the Abel-

inversion formulation, and Fuch’s solution.



CHAPTER I

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

This thesis deals with both individual spherical laser-generated

shocks and two-dimensional laser-generated shock waves. The two-

dimensional shock waves were generated by reflecting individual

shocks off a plane surface, or by allowing two simultaneous laser

shocks to collide. The techniques and overall diagnostic geometry

were selected for their applicability to both single and double

shock experiments. A single method of shock generation, as well as

a standard diagnostic system, facilitated comparison of the one- and

two-dimensional data.

Shock Wave Generation

The shock waves were generated by irradiating spherical shell

targets with a high-power laser. The targets were munted in a

vacuum chamber that was first evacuated to < O.1-torr pressure, then

backfilled with dry air to the desired pressure (usually 1 or 50

torr). The chamber air was allowed to reach room temperature before

each shot. The chamber was evacuated to - I x 10-5 torr with no

backfill when ion time-of-flight measurements were made.

9



The Laser

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) Nd:glass laser was

used to irradiate the targets. The laser’s current configuration

consists of a single front-end beam, which is split into two beams

that are amplified and expanded to produce 30- to 40-J maximum

energy output per 86-mm beam. One beam was used to generate an

individual shock wave, reserving the second beam for the double-

shock experiments. Figure I-la shows the diagnostic geometry and

the alignment of the output beams with the targets for a double

shock-wave experiment. To investigate reflected shocks, an 8x8x4-cm

clear acrylic plastic block was supported 0.9 cm above the target.

The faces of the block were aligned parallel and perpendicular to

the interferometer “scene” beam in Fig. I-la. The final beam focus-

ing was done with - f/4, 10-cm diameter aspheric lenses and was

essentially diffraction limited; however, the laser-beam divergence

resulted in= 100-~m spot sizes.

The laser pulse was generated in a passive mode-locked cavity.

A single pulse was extracted from the resulting pulse train using a

Pockells cell. Pulse length was selectable from 70 ps to 1 ns by

using different cavity etalons. I chose 300-ps pulse lengths exclu-

sively for this experiment. They have the highest successful pulse

yield (- 70%) and lowest multipulse production, and they permit

higher total energy outputs than 70-ps pulses. Moreover, numerical

modeling showed little hydrodynamic motion prior to 300 ps, thus

permitting the assumption that the energy is deposited instanta-

neously.

10



a) DIAGNOSTIC POSITIONING

CAMERA

b) TARGET ORIENTATIoN
(OVERHEAD VIEW)

694.3 nm
,CAMERA

e MCP12
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Fig. I-1. (a) Schematic layout of diagnostics and beam alignment
for a double-shock experiment.

(b) Overhead view of B-target, showing irradiation
scheme.



Calorimeters monitoring a fraction of each beam provided laser

pulse energy measurements. The final output measurement was good to

the larger of 10% or 1 J. The variation (due to electrical noise)

was random. Both the oscillator-cavity pulse train and the switched-

out pulse were monitored with high-speed silicon diodes to check for

double pulses. The degree of focus was occasionally monitored by

splitting off a fraction of the output beam, which was again split

into equal parts. Each equal part was passed through a long focal-

length lens and a different sized aperture. Calorimetry measurements

of the throughputs determined the beam fraction within a given spot

size. Degradation of the laser focusing could be checked by noting

the oscillator-pulse spot size in the target-alignment microscope.

The irradiances calculated from the measured pulse lengths, spot

sizes, and maximum pulse energies were =1 x 1015 W/cmz.

The Targets

Targets were provided by the Los Alamos target fabrication

group (L-7). The targets were composed of polymerized para-xylene

(C8H8)n$ with a density of 1.18 g/cm3. Hollow spherical shells with

500 ~25-~m diameters and 4~0.5-~m thick walls were used. The

mass was taken to be 3.4 ~g. The shells were epoxied onto 10-~m

glass stalks drawn from 2-nrn OD, 0.7-mn ID glass tubing. The mass of

the stalk tip is- 1.6 X 10-7 g/mm.

The hollow-shell targets were irradiated with a single laser

beam, focused on the near side of the target. Some asphericity in

shape and optical emission of the early plasmas occurred because of

12



“blowoff” outward from the front and back walls and frcm air break-

down. A sizeable fraction of the beam passed through the target,

presumably before the plasma reached the critical electron density.

This was indicated by burn marks on “footprint” paper at the oppo-

site side of the chamber from the focusing lens.

The targets were irradiated - 30° off center with respect to

the laser beam. Irradiating the target along a chord permits dif-

ferentiation between blowoff and beam-aligned air breakdown. The

irradiation geometry for a B-beam shock wave experiment is shown in

the overhead view of Fig. I-lb. The targets were irradiated along a

similar chord on the opposite side for the ion measurements.

Diagnostic Systems

Figure I-1a shows the general layout of the diagnostic

system. The schematic for the shadowgraphy and interferometry

optical system are shown in Fig. I-2.

Jitter-free triggering of the electronic components and

monitoring oscilloscopes was obtained by directly observing the

laser oscillator output. A fraction of the oscillator output beam

is split off, amplified, and sent directly to the target room, where

it is detected by a high-speed silicon diode [McCall (1972)]. The

diode provides a fast rise-time voltage trigger pulse which is used

as a pre-trigger 200 ns before the main beam strikes the target.

The trigger voltage pulse is split; and additional delays, when

desired, were added for each instrument.

Zero-time is defined by the voltage pulse generated by another

high-speed silicon detector that observes the laser light scattered

J3
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from the target plasma. The pulse is supplied to the various oscil-

loscopes for a reference marker. The timing of the emission expo-

sures, shadowgraphs, and interferograms is described in Chapter II.

Interferometer

The holographic interferometer is similar to that used by

Jahoda and Siemon (1972), in which the object of study (in this case

a shock wave) is imaged on the photographic plate. The interfero-

meter may be operated in one of two modes: by itself at two wave-

lengths (694.3 and 347.2 rim), or with the shadowgraphy system at

694.3 nm only, by inserting mirrors

(or simultaneous pair of exposures,

used) is taken of each shock wave at

30 us after target irradiation.

Ml and M2. A single exposure

if the two-wavelength mode is

a selected time from 428 ns to

The’ ruby laser produces a 15-ns, 10-mJ pulse

tn the lowest order transverse electromagnetic

temperature-tuned doubling crystal converts about

1.5 m in diameter

(TEMOO) mode. A

10% of the energy

to 347.2-rim light. Beam-splitter BS is coated to reflect - 30% at

each of the cross-polarized wavelengths for use as reference beams.

In the two-wavelength mode, mirrors Ml and M2 are removed and both

the 347.2 nm and 694.3 nm beams (scene beams) pass through the cham-

ber. Lens L3 is used to project the target-plasma emitted light into

a near-parallel beam and to focus the interferometer light through

the 2-cm aperture, Al. The majority of the target light is blocked

by the aperture so that it will not cause noise on the hologram.

The calculation in Appendix A confirms that the apertures are large

15



enough not to block interferometer rays refracted through the shock.

Mirrors M4 and M3 reflect near-uv light and pass red, therefore

separating the 694.3- and 347.2-rim beams. The target is focused on

the photographic plates by lenses L1 and L2 to yield 0.67X magnifi-

cation for the red and 0.8X magnification for the uv images. Al1

components that the 347.2-rim beam passes through are made of fused

silica.

A red filter is mounted at the entrance to the 694.3-rim camera

and an ultraviolet filter at the 347.2-rim camera entrance. The fil-

ters further limit target-emitted light and permit operation of the

interferometer in subdued room light. Agfa-Gaveart 10E75 4 x 5-inch

plates were used to record the 694.3-rim interferograms and

125-02 4 x 5-in plates recorded the 347.2-rim interferograms.

The resolution and spatial calibration were determined

Kodak

from

interferograms

The resolution

at 347.2

The

from the

of resolution targets at the laser-target position.

vias found to be 50 to 100 urn at 694.3 nm and 400 ~m

nm.

interference fringes are actually a Moire pattern resulting

double exposure of two sets of microscopic fringe patterns

with slightly different fringe spacings. The microscopic fringe

structure acts as a grating between the interference fringes. This

makes it possible to reproduce the interferogram in white light.

The exposures are purposely heavy so that the interferograms may be

reproduced in reflection, eliminating the need for plate bleaching.

The plate is illuminated with a slide projector, and the first-order

spectrum is intercepted by a telephoto lens, bellows, and 35-nun

camera.
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Interferogram timing was provided by monitoring the output at

the rear of the ruby laser and comparing it to the zero-time refer-

ence pulse on an oscilloscope.

Shadowgraphy

The shadow formation in this system can be understood in terms

of the virtual image formed in front of the photocathode as shown in

Fig. I-2a. The shadows are equivalent to those that would be pro-

duced by the shock wave if it were at the location of the image and

backlighted by the divergent beam. A detailed ray tracing, assuming

an approximate shock-wave density profile, is done through the

entire shadowgraphy system in Appendix A. The appendix provides

information for interpretation of the

The xenon flash lamp was imaged

provide a 17-~s pinhole backlighting

(A3) was used to limit target-emitted

shadowgraphs.

onto a 0.3-MM aperture (A2) to

source. The 6.4-rnn aperture

light.

An electrostatic framing canwa (Imacon 700) was used to record

ten shadowgraphs per laser shot on Royal-X pan film. Resolution has

been determined in the static mode to be 0.35 ITITIat the shock wave.

The camera was framed at 106 frames per second with 200-ns exposure

times. Therefore, shock velocities greater than 1. to 2. x 105 cm/s

lead to image degradation comparable to the static image resolution.

The 50-torr shocks in these experiments have a velocity of typically

3 x 105 cm/s at 1 us, decelerating as t-0-6. Typical l-torr shocks

have a three times larger velocity; hence, they are difficult to

resolve. The poor resolution is compounded by the weaker refraction

of light by the l-torr shock waves.
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Timing is determined by monitoring the voltages on the electro-

static deflection plates within the camera that sweep the electron

image of the cathode across the phosphor to form the frames. The

deflection voltage is compared with the voltage pulse from the zero-

time detector on an oscilloscope. The time of exposure of the frames

relative to the deflection voltage was later determined by n

ing the phosphor with a high-speed photodiode and compar”

diode’s output to the deflection voltage while the camera

2nitor-

ng the

photo-

graphed a high-intensity strobe. Spatial calibration was determined

from shadowgraphs of two target stalks a known distance apart.

Emission Framing Camera

The emission-framing camera is nmnted above the plane contain-

ing the Nd:glass laser beams. The shock waves are viewed from above

through a chamber window over the interferometer-beam entrance win-

dow via a turning mirror suspended above the targets. Magnification

is varied by relative positioning of a telephoto lens and a relay

lens that are used to form the image.

An Imacon 700 electrostatic framing camera was used to record

the image. The S20 photocathode was protected from scattered

Nd:glass laser light by an infrared blocking filter which passed the

majority of the visible spectrum. For each laser shot, eight to ten

frames were formed on the Pll phosphor and recorded on Royal-X pan

film. The camera could be framed at rates of 2 x 107, 1 x 107, and

1 x 106 frames per second. The corresponding exposure times were

10, 20, and 200 ns. Satisfactory exposures could generally be ob-

tained only for times earlier than about 800 ns, due to the rapidly
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decreasing source radiance. There were about 90 resolution elements

across the field of view. This was determined from frames of strobe

back-lighted resolution targets. For a 3-cm field-of-view and a

10-ns exposure, the resolution is degraded for plasma velocities

~ 3 x 106 cm/s.

Spatial calibration was obtained from static-mode photographs

of scales mounted at the target position. The timing of the frames

and timing calibration was identical to the shadowgraphy timing and

calibration.

Microchannel Plate Image Intensifier

An ITT F4111 18-mm pulsed microchannel plate image-intensifier

(MCP12) was used to generate a high-resolution picture of the lumi-

nous phase of the target expansion. The MCP12 viewed the targets

perpendicular to both the vertical stalks and the Nd:glass laser

beam. The MCP12 could be operated with a maximum luminous gain of

about 10,000 and was therefore used to photograph the luminous

plasma at late times (- 5 I,IS)as well as during the early expan-

sion. The magnification was 1X.

The MCP12was pulsed with an avalanche transistor pulser [Lundy

et al. (1978)], resulting in 8-ns exposures. Resolution at the

shock wave was - 0.04 rtn. This was degraded, for an 8-ns exposure,

by any velocity over 5 x 105 cm/s. The S25 photocathode was protec-

ted by an infrared blocking filter. Gelatin neutral-density filters

and the apertures on the multi-element camera lenses were used to

control the cathode exposure. It was also possible to control the

luminous gain of the MCP12. The P20 phosphor image was recorded on
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Panatomic-X film pressed against the channel-plate coupler on the

phosphor side of the tube.

The FKP12 was added during the last session on the laser and it

was found afterward that a faulty

slow risetime pulse on the avalanche

exposure-timing jitter of + 100 ns.—

ascertained by comparison of radii

framing camera. Spatial resolution

from photos of resolution targets.

Ion Detectors

trigger-delay circuit caused a

pulser input. This resulted in

However, accurate timing can be

with those measured from the

and calibration was determined

Time-of-flight measurements of the thermal ions were made using

charge-cup

target at

cup had a

detectors. The detectors were placed 56 cm frcn the

the four positions indicated in Fig. I-la. Each charge

0.11-cm2 detector area. The ion detectors were capaci-

tively coupled to oscilloscopes and were biased at -180 V. For the

time-of-flight measurements, the chamber was evacuated to, typi-

cally, 10‘5 torr.

Summary

Me have described an experiment for producing and observing

laser-generated one-dimensional and two-dimensional shock waves in

low pressure air. The shocks are initiated by irradiating 3.4 Pg,

500 urn hollow plastic spheres with a high power Nd:glass laser. A

two-wavelength holographic interferometer provides radius-vs-time

and gas and electron density information from 400 ns to 30 @“after

shock wave initiation. A multi-frame shadowgraphy system begins
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coverage at 1 Ps, and emission photographs are taken as early as 50

ns with an electrostatic framing camera and a gated microchannel

plate camera. Charge cups were also used for measuring maximum

plasma velocities in vacuum.

Appendix A describes the computer-aided optical design of the

shadowgraphy system and provides help in interpreting the shadow-
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CHAPTER II

SHOCK WAVE EXPANSION AND ENERGY MEASUREMENT

Radius

Figure II-1 shows a set of

including an interferogram and

Measurements

data taken for a 50-torr shock wave,

sets of exposures from the emission

and shadowgraphy framing cameras. Figure II-2 is an emission set

for a l-torr shock. Fig. II-3 is an example of a microchannel-plate

image-intensifier (MCP12) exposure of a 50-torr shock wave. Because

the targets are irradiated off-axis in the horizontal plane (see

Fig. I-1b) and the “blowoff” is axial, the “blowoff” from the front

and back is at an angle on the framing-camera image showing a view

from above. Figure II-2 shows the angle between the rear and front

blowoff at l-torr Measurements of the emission radius are made

from the photographic negative by taking the diameter along the line

bisecting the angle between the front and rear blowoff and dividing

by two, as shown in Fig. II-2.

Radius measurements for MCP12 data were taken perpendicular to

the Nd:glass beam line as indicated in Fig. II-3. Again, to deter-

mine the radii, diameters were masured from

tives and divided by two.

The bulges produced by

by 900 ns for the 50-torr

shock waves. The shocks

the uneven laser

shock waves and

the photographic nega-

illumination disappear

600 ns for the l-torr

are only slightly ellipsoidal at these

times and become increasingly spherical. Due to the one-sided
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70 ns I70 ns 270 ns 370 ns

Fig. II-2. Emission framing data for 1 torr, EL = 17 J, and sche-
matic of diameter measurement.
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Fig. II-3. Microchannel plate
matic of diameter
highly approximate

image-intensifier picture and sche-
measurement. Time “t = 200 ns” is
(see text).
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illumination for all experiments and the slight air breakdown at 50

torr (to be discussed), the shock centers on the interferograms

and shadowgraphs are slightly displaced from the target toward the

Nd:glass laser. The displacement is actually greater than observed

because of the 45° viewing angle with respect to the Nd:glass laser

beam (Fig. I-la). The interferogram shock radii are determined by

fitting circles to four points positioned on the shock boundary as

shown in Fig. II-1. The digitization and fitting processes are

described in Chapt. III.

The shadowgraphy radius measurements are made in a manner simi-

lar to the holographic interferogram measurements. Shadowgraphs

result when light is refracted by the shock to produce an uneven

illumination on the recording medium. Because of the refraction

(discussed in Appendix A), .it becomes difficult to determine what

part of the image of a strong shock corresponds to the shock

radius. For the case where the interferogram is taken during the

shadowgraph sequence (true in most cases), the shadowgraph measure-

ments give good agreement with the interferogram measurement.

Basov et al. (1976) measured the radii by relsting them to

the volume of ellipsoids determined from their elliptical shock

images. Due to the asymmetric illumination and the ratio of the

small spot size to target radius in our experiment, the lobes pro-

duced at very early times preclude the use of this technique. Our

radius measurement technique must be kept in mind when comparing the

data with analytical and numerical solutions assuming spherical sym-

metry, particularly at early times. An estimate of the error can be

made by comparing the volume of a sphere with the measured radius to
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the actual volume of the luminous region. The result for Fig. II-3

is 0.78. The image is most intense in the irregular areas, as would

be expected from the way the target is irradiated. Therefore, it is

likely that most of the energy is in the protrusions, further

complicating the early expansion.

Data Reduction

1 torr

There is essentially no adjustment necessary for the l-torr

data. At low pressures (< 10 torr), the data are well-behaved and

reproducible. No shadowgraphy data are available; the shock does

not refract light sufficiently to give a clear image of the boundary

for reliable measurement, and quickly leaves the field of view.

The emission and interferometric radius-vs-time data for

t < 1 us and l-torr pressure are plotted in Fig. II-4 for several

shots of varying energies.

50 torr

The 50-torr data are handled somewhat differently. The inter-

ferometric data provide by far the most accurate measurements of the

shock radius during the nonluminous phase. This is true mainly be-

cause of their higher resolution and sharper image of the shock wave

boundary. However, only one interferogram was taken per laser shot

and comparison of radii for different shots is difficult because of

a + 10% random variation in laser energy from shot to shot. The—

method for overcoming this problem is explained in a following

section.
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There is a second problem at 50 torr. Air breakdown occurs at

the laser focus and acts as a shutter, unpredictably scattering some

of the laser energy. This breakdown leads to nonreproducibility in

the early luminous expansion for shots of the same laser energy. For

the energy ranges used in this experiment, more energy is delivered

to the target-generated shock than to the breakdown-generated shock.

This was determined by measuring the radius of the shock produced by

breakdown alone at a given time and comparing it to the radius of a

target-generated shock at the same time and laser energy. The times

considered were 5 and 10 ps when the expansion is Taylor-von

Neumann-Sedov. The similarity law for a Taylor-von Neumann-Sedov

shock implies

(II-1)

where subscript 1 is with

is the shock wave energy,

no target, subscript 2 is with a target, E

and R is the shock radius. Comparison of

eight different shock radii yielded an average energy ratio of 0.32.

Therefore, the energy coupled to the breakdown-generated shock is

about one-third of the energy in the shock resulting when a target

is present.

Superposition of emission pictures of laser shots with and

without targets also show that the breakdown is nearly centered at

the focus of the laser. At higher pressures, the center of break-

down moves from the focus toward the focusing lens. The luminous

radii of the air-breakdown shocks are always less than the target-

generated luminous radii at a given time.
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There is a third problem involving the luminous radii measure-

ments. Several 50-torr shots show an atypical luminous expansion,

but the differences disappear at times greater than 1 VS. An

example is shown in Fig. II-4. Two explanations are possible. The

luminous phase at 50 torr is short-lived, with a large variation in

total emission. The emission framing camera has poor dynamic range,

and it is necessary to expose early frames heavily in order to

obtain normal exposures at later times. Heavy exposures cause image

distortion (the image “pincushions” and shrinks). It is also likely

that the breakdown causes the early luminous-expansion rates of the

50-torr shocks to be a sensitive function of the laser beam charac-

teristics (e.g., degree of focus). This could possibly cause highly

aspherical energy deposition and irregular initial expansion, but

would have little effect” on the later shock-wave expansion.

The atypical data showed random initial expansion rates at

velocities which are always less than the typical data. For this

reason, the atypical luminous data were not used.

To overcome the problem of getting only one interferogram per

shot, interferograms for several shots were taken with a constant

time and different laser energies between ~ 5 and 30 J. This was

repeated for exposure delay times of 0.425, 0.700, 1.0, 2.5, 5, 10,

20, and 30 vs.

For each time, a log-log plot was made of the shock radius at a

given time [Rs(t)] vs laser energy on target (EL). This process was

likewise applied to the MCP12 photographs, which are also taken one

per shot.
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Figure II-5 shows a

interferograms for several

that the points fall on a

major source of error in

assumed that

log-log plot of EL vs Rs(t) taken from

shots at a common time t = 10~so Note

fairly straight line of large slope; the

the data is the uncertainty in EL. I

‘L
= a R~(t)b , (II-2)

where a and b can be determined by a fit to the data. There is no

a priori reason to believe the 50-torr data should obey a functional

form of Eq. (II-2); coupling of the laser energy to the targets is

not a simple process, and the air breakdown at 50 torr complicates

it further. However, linear correlation of the interferogram data

points for a given time on log-log plots of Rs vs EL is very good

(> 0.9 for four or more points in the interval 0.7 us~t~ 10 IJS).

Therefore, fitting Eq. (II-2) as described below provides ade-

quate interpolation for the energy range of this experiment

(5 ~ EL ~ 30 J).

Fit of RC(t) vs El Data

The fit to Eq. (II-2) was done in a straightforward manner

[Bevington (1969)]. Taking the log of both sides, one obtains

lo9~oEL = b logloRs + logloti ● (II-3)

The equation takes the form of a straight line of intercept A and

slope b with the correspondence A = logloa, y = 10glOEL, and
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Fig. II-5. Radii of experimental 50-torr shock waves taken from
interferograms at 10 vs., as functions of laser energy
(EL) on target. Solid line is a fit to the data, and
dashed line is a similarity curve assuming 100% laser-
shock energy coupling and y = 1.2.
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x = logloR~. Weights for the fit ~EL’ are obtained from the uncer-

tainties in EL, (uEL) by

= d(y) logloe

=:L ~ ‘EL = EL ‘EL “
(II-4)

once A and b and their associated uncertainties CA and Ub are

obtained from standard linear least-squares fitting, the uncertainty

in a, (ua) is given by

(II-5)

Interpolation can be used to obtain Rs for a givenELat some

time t, as well as the probable error (OR) in Rs. That iS,

Figure II-4 shows a plot of Rs-vs-t data for two shots in 50-

torr air, with 11.5 and 27.6 J laser energy on target. An interfero-

gram point was taken at 0.7 IJS for the 11.5-J shot and is plotted.

The points interpolated as described above from the EL-VS-Rs(t) data

are plotted for t = 0.7 and 1.0 IJS,using EL = 11.5 and 27.6 J.

Figure II-6 is a plot of radius points for EL = 25 J and 50

torr, interpolated from plots such as Fig. II-5 for both the MCP12

and interferometry data. The large error bars for the MCP12 data

are due to the random error in timing of the

by the previously mentioned trigger jitter.

MCP12 exposures created

This results in scatter
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Fig. II-6. Radius-vs-time points interpolated from the radius-vs-
EL MCP12 and interferometry data, assuming EL = 25 J,
compared with a 2.8-J similarity curve.

of the radius measurements in the EL-VS-Rs(t) plots, which are

assumed to have no error in t.

Assignment of Shock Energy

The shadowgraphy sequences and the interferometry and MCP12

data of Fig. II-6 show that, from about 1 to 15 vs, the 50-torr
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shock expands at a rate approximately obeying the R~ = t0”4 ideal,

instantaneous point-source blast law. A fit to the 1-, 2.5-, 5-3

and 1O-US points of Figs. II-6, using the method described in the

previous section and ignoring the error bars, gives Rs = t0041~0001.

The linear correlation coefficient is 0.993. It is therefore rea-

sonable to assume that in this range of times, Es can be determined

from the similarity equation for a point explosion. Here Es is the

energy of the shock wave as distinguished from EL, the energy of the

illuminating laser beam.

For the experiments at 1 torr, Fig. II-4 indicates that, at

about 600 ns, the luminous expansion of the shock begins to slow and

the luminous radius falls below the measured interferometric radius.

At this point, the shocks have entrained 5 to 10 target masses of

air. An examination of”the corresponding point in the 50-torr shock

data shows that the 50-torr shocks have begun to expand as Rs =

t004. Furthermore, fitting Eq. (II-2) to the l-torr interferometer

data at 600 ns yields b = 4.7~0.8, close to the value of 5 expected

from the point-source similarity solution. Breakdown does not occur

at 1 torr, so it can be assumed that the fraction of EL coupled to

Es is approximately constant and independent of EL. Therefore, it

is reasonable to assume that the l-torr interferometric radii at

t ~ 600 ns as well as the 50-torr radii at 0.5~ t ~ 10 VS can be

used to assign a shock energy, Es, to the shot using the self-

similar equation relating Rs and t to Es.

Chernyi ’s approximate expression, as given by Zel ’doVich and

Raizer (1966), was used to assign a shock-wave energy Es:
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R’ R:
E~=EPo <=$ 3Y-1 — (II-7)

t (y - l)(y + 1)2 ‘0 t2 ‘

where P. is the ambient density and t the time. This approximate

expression for c yields values close to those given by Sedov’s

(1959) expression (especially when the heat capacity ratio cp/cv =y

= 1.2), and

The va”

1.4. Above

is much simpler than Sedov’s equation.

ue of y for air at temperatures below about 3000 K is

this temperature, dissociation and eventually ionization

lower y to - 1.20 The values for c from the approximate expression

in Eq. (II-7) (exact calculation) are 1.8 (1.8) fory = 1.2 and .93

(.85) for y = 1.4, so the error in E calculated from the expression

in Eq. (II-7) is at most le”ssthan 9%. The critical feature is that

C, and therefore Es, varies by a factor of nearly 2 for a choice of

Y = 1.2 to 1.4. Therefore, calculating Es from a value of Rs mea-

sured at some t can lead to considerable error, depending on the

choice of y. The value of y, and therefore E, will vary for a

strong shock as it expands and weakens. The true value of Es is

constant

relation

c on the

A factor

(This is

(neglecting radiative losses), and therefore the Rs = t2/5

does not strictly hold. The influence of the variation of

Rs = t2/5 relation, however, is small because Rs = g-1/5.

of 2 variation in g implies Rs is modified at most by -13%.

discussed in more detail in Chapt. IV, in considering the

target equation-of-state. ) Some radius-vs-time curves derived

from Eq. (II-7) with Y = 1.2 are plotted

values of Es that best fit the appropriate
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50-torr, 2.5-J curve in Fig. II-4 was selected based on the fit to

the interferometer radius of the 27.6-J shot measured at 2.5 IJS.

Other Features of the Radius-vs-Time Data

We are interested in the fraction of laser energy coupled to

the shock wave, fc = E~/EL. Although the physical processes that

determine fc are outside the scope of this thesis, the values

obtained here are worth comparing with other works where the shock

energy was used as a diagnostic to determine fc.

The fact that EL = Rsb [Eq. (II-2)] with b = 4.7~0.8 for

l-torr data makes it reasonable to assume that Es = fcEL, with fc

independent of EL. The Rs-vs-t data yield values of fc = 0.4 to

0.5. In the l-torr case with t: 600 ns, Es was calculated from Eq.

(II-7) with Y = 1.2. The estimate for the shock front temperature

in Chapt. III indicates y = 1.2 is probably very good. Actually, fc

might be expected to depend on the irradiance of the beam, since

reflectivity should vary with irradiance. For the target geometry

and irradiance range of about 0.3 to 1 x 1015 W/cm2 used here, fc

appears to be independent of EL for the l-torr data.

Using a multibeam Nd:glass laser, Basov et al. (1976) found

fc ~ 0.40 for (CH2)n spherical targets irradiated with 300 J at

irradiances of 1 x 1015 W/cmz with 1.5-ns pulses in 8- to 12-torr

deuterium. They used Chernyi ’s approximation to get Es. Leonard

and Mayer (1975) found values of about 5 to 10% from shocks in 20-

torr helium generated from 140-ng 100-um glass-shell targets irra-

diated by two 90-J 900-ps Nd:glass lasers. Leonard and Mayer used a

different approximation to find Es.
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Unlike the l-torr data, the 50-torr data show a dependence of

fc on EL. The average value of b in Eq. (II-2) for the 50-torr data

between 1 and 10 PS is 10.3~0.5. The shock expands as Rs = t0”4.

Assuming the motion is self-similar, Eq. (II-7) holds and Es = R~5.

With R~ also proportional to EL1/b, we have fc = Es/EL m Rs5/EL =

EL5/b/EL, or

fc = EL(5-b)/b . (II-8)

With b ~ 10, this implies that fc = l/+~ and gives the energy

dependence of the “shattering” effect due to air breakdown in front

of the target under the conditions of the experiment. Es-vs-Rs at

10 vs and 50 torr, derived from Eq. (II-7) with y = 1.2, is plotted

in Fig. II-5 for comparison

rity curve and interpolated

EL = 25 J and a pressure of

There are several phenomenological features of the radius-vs-

with EL-vs-Rs. Comparison of the simila-

data of Fig. II-6 indicates fc = 0.1 for

50 torr.

time data that can be compared to analytical and numerical predic-

tions. The self-similar expansion at moderate times (t ~ 600 ns for

1 torr, and 1 ~ t ~ 10 I.IS for 50 torr) has already been mentioned.

We will point out several nnre features of the data here.

Figure II-4, as well as other data, show that the velocity of

the transverse luminous expansion is at nmst weakly dependent on Es,

being nearly always constant at about 106 cm/s in the 50-torr case

and always constant at 3 x 106 cm/s in the l-torr case. Two sets of

data, taken at 0.5 torr, gave initial velocities of 4 and 4.2 x 106

cm. Finally, a maximum transverse thermal plasma-expansion velocity
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of l.0~0.l x 107 cm/s for EL = 25 J was found in

charge cups.

The luminous region expands at a nearly

(Rs

300

At

tnd

= ~0.92~0.1 at 50 torr, Rs = t0.95~0.06 at ~

vacuum, using the

constant velocity

torr) until about

ns for the 50-torr data and about 400 ns for the l-torr data.

these times, the luminous expansion slows and extrapolation

cates the shock breaks away from the luminous region, eventually

0“4 The transition to a blast wave from Rs = texpanding with R~ = t

to Rs = t0”4 is apparently abrupt. The radius of this transition

will be called the radius of maximum deceleration (RD) of the shock

front and is equivalent to the value of Rs where the curvature of

the Rs-vs-t curve is maximum, or equivalently “~~ = O. RD can be

estimated by taking the intercept of an R-vs-t curve of constant

velocity V. and a self-similar curve of given energy Es. Using Rs

= Vot to eliminate t in Eq. (II-7) yields

Es

()

1/3

‘D= ~ “ (II-9)

00

If V. were proportional to +~, RD would be independent of Es. This

would be in accordance with several theoretical models considered in

Chapt. IV that include source mass.

The data of Basov et al. (1973) indicate a period of time when

Rs=ta, with a > .4 and an initial velocity of 5 x 107 cm/s. In

their case, deuterium gas was used with p. - 1.4 x 10-6 g/cm3. Laser

energies of - 300 J and solid spherical (CD2)n target masses of

- 10 vg were used. They measured shock-wave energies of 50 to 100 J.

The shock-energy to target-mass ratio is therefore typically 5 x 106
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to 10 xlOb J/g, as compared to the ratio of O

the present experiment.

The data considered by Leonard and Hammer”

cation, to be

balloons with

x 10-6 g/cm3.

7 to3.3 x 106J/g in

ing (private communi-

published) were obtained by irradiating glass micro-

an Nd:glass laser in a background of helium at 4.4

Laser energies of 20 to 200 J resulted in shock

energies of 10 to 20 J. In one set of data

time-independent velocity of - 7 x 107 cm/s

responding to a shock-wave energy of 10 J.

for a 137-ng target, a

can be inferred, cor-

However, an experiment

using an 812-ng target apparently has an Rs = t-0”7 relationship.

Leonard and Hammering used emission cameras, whereas Basov derived

his measurements by shadowgraphy

Once the shock wave has broken free from the luminous region

and begun to expand as a blast wave, the expansion velocity of the

luminous region itself abruptly decreases. Assigning a maximum

radius is difficult; the edge becomes indistinct and is, to a large

-extent, a function of the camera sensitivity. Empirical formulas

for nuclear explosions near sea level [Glasstone (1962)] give the

maximum radius of the “fireball” as RFB =

the luminous l-torr data in Fig. II-4 as

seem to indicate a somewhat smaller power.

(Es)0”4. Extrapolation of

the expansion slows would

The breaking away of the

shock from the luminous region shows that care must be taken when

assigning shock energies to radius-vs-time measurements made in

emission [e.g., Leonard and Mayer (1975)].
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Sunnnary

This chapter has presented the shock

and describes the methods of data reduction

The shock wave expansion exhibits two

wave radius-vs-time data

that were used.

phases. The later phase

has a strong-shock (Rs = t2/5) expansion rate, which begins at about

1 us for the 50-torr data and at about 600 ns for the l-torr data.

The early phase, which is luminous, exhibits considerable aspheri-

city due to non-uniform target irradiation and (in the 50-torr case)

air breakdown. The early radial expansion velocity, transverse to

the Nd:glass laser beam, is nearly constant. The initial near-

constant velocity is 3 x 106 cm/s

50-torr air.

The Rs = t2/5 relat

used to assign an energy

in l-torr air and 1 x 106 cm/s in

on, durng the later phase expansion, is

to the shock wave by comparing the data

with an approximate similarity relation. The shock wave energy is

then compared to the laser energy to determine coupling efficiencies

for

air

for

comparison with similar previous experiments.

The energy dependence of the “shattering” effect caused by the

breakdown was also considered.

shocks in l-torr air, independent

shocks in 50-torr air with EL = 25

50-torr experiments exhibited a l/4~

Coupling efficiency was 45%

of laser energy, and 10% for

J. Coupling efficiency for

energy dependence.

Other features of the radius-vs-time data are pointed out for

comparison with analytical and numerical calculations in following

chapters. Features include the abrupt transition to the self-

similar expansion and the energy dependence of the radius of shock

breakaway from the luminous region.
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CHAPTER III

INTERFEROGRAM REDUCTION

Interferogram Interpretation

The holographic interferograms are equivalent to those of a

standard interferometer such as a Mach-Zehnder type. The background

fringe pattern of a standard interferogram is created by a slight

misalignment of the optical system. The background fringes of a

holographic interferogram result from a slight displacement of one

of the optical components (prism P1 in Fig. I-la) at some time

between the preliminary reference exposure and the event exposure.

The scene beam in Fig. III-1 travels parallel to the z-axis

through a hypothetical spherical shock wave of radius RSO The

nearest approach of a beam with position (Xl,yl) to the shock-wave

center is

r
Z1 = (x: + yy2

(III-1)

The incremental optical path length, ds, in units of wavelength, is

related to the increment of travel, dz, by

ds (;) =:n(;) dz .
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Fig. III-1. Schematic of holographic interferometry process.

; is the position of dz relative to the shock center and n(~) is the

index of refraction at ;. By spherical synnnetry, n(~) = n(r). If

refraction by the shock wave is disregarded, each ray traversed the

same geometrical path during the reference exposure. The

corresponding optical path was

dsa(;) = : na dz ,

where na is the index of refraction of the

hologram exposure is a record of the wave

(III-3)

undisturbed gas. Each

front at the time of
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exposure and

result is a

length. The

the double exposure compares the two wave fronts. The

record of the total path difference in units of wave-

path difference due to the shock wave is

. ‘2
(III-4)

1

where Z1 and Z2 are the z-values at the points the ray enters and

leaves the shock region. With the origin defined as the shock

center, zl = -22.

To first approximation, the effect of displacing PI in Fig. I-la

between exposures is equivalent to a translation along z and rota-

tion of the photographic plate in the x-z plane by an angle 6. The

resulting path difference in wavelengths is AZ = tan6(xl - xo)/A.

6 and X. are defined in Fig. III-1. The ray chosen for analysis in

Fig. III-1 falls on a fringe so the total path difference in units

of wavelength between the reference exposure ray and event exposure

ray is

s(xl,yl) + tan6(x1 - xo)/A = (2n + 1)/2 , (III-5)

where n is an integer. The difference in path length between a

reference exposure ray and event exposure ray passing outside of the

shock and striking the plate on the same fringe at (X2,Y2) is

tans(xz - xo)/a = (2n + 1)/2 . (III-6)

The result of subtracting Eq. (III-6) from Eq. (III-5) is
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s(xlgyl) + tan6(x1 - X2)/A = O . (III-7)

The difference in path length for rays incident on two adjacent

background fringes is one wavelength or A = dtand where d is the

background fringe spacing. Substituting this expression for A into

Eq. (III-7) gives

tan6(x2 - xl) x2 - xl
S(X1,YJ = dtanti = d = f(xl,YJ ●

(III-8)

Therefore (as in the case of a conventional interferogram), the

difference in optical path length is equal to the measured quantity

f(xl,yl), which

fringe spacing.

The relation

is just the fringe shift in units of background

dz = rdr

J r2

(III-9)

- (X2 + yz)

and Eq. (III-1) are used in Eq. (111-4) to eliminate z in favor of r

and rz, where rz is the distance of an arbitrary ray from the z-

axis.

The integration limits of Eq. (III-4) for an arbitrary ray at

(x,y) transform as

‘2 ‘2 ‘2
Rs

lJ = =2 J+2J.

‘1 -22° ‘z

where rz = ~.

(111-10)
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Substitution of Eq. (III-9) into Eq. (III-4) gives

‘(rz) = 2 ~Rsu ‘r ‘
Jrz - r2

z

(III-11)

where

9(r) = [n(r) - na]/A . (III-12)

This is an Abel integral equation, whose inverse is given by

R~ f’(rz)drz
g(r) =-: J . (III-13)

r 1
Jrz - rzz

where f’ is the derivative of f with respect to rz. Either n(r)

can be obtained from measured values of f(rz) using Eqs. (111-12)

and (111-13), or f(rz) can be calculated fran a theoretical n(r)

using Eq. (111-11) and compared directly with the data. The former

procedure, i.e., direct inversion of the integral equation, is nu-

merically the most difficult. The combination of noise in the data

that produces variations in f’ and the weighting in the denominator

of Eq. (111-13) causes a large noise amplification in g(r). The

integral equation inversion techniques are described in Appendix B.

Measurement of Fringe Shift

To obtain n(r), it is necessary to measure

units of background fringe spacing, f(rz) at

between rz = r and rz = Rs.

the fringe shift in

a number of points
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The 35-inn film reproductions of the interferograms are projected

onto a computer-coupled graphics tablet. The tablet transmits

Cartesian coordinates of a cursor placed on its surface to a com-

puter for storage. The coordinates can be sent one at a time or

continuously with 0.01” resolution at the tablet surface. If the

resolution of the interferograms is 100 urn at the shock wave, then

an image of a l-cm diameter shock must be projected to a diameter

of ~ l.” on the tablet surface to obtain comparable tablet resolu-

tion. The shocks are typically projected to about 10” in diameter

in order to make it easier to trace the fringes; points are

digitized at the densities found to be optimum in Appendix B.

Typically, 10 points are digitized on each of the background

fringes (five on each side of the shock wave). Least-squares

straight lines are then fit to these points and a record of the

fringe number, slope, and intercept are made. Points are

continuously digitized along the disturbed portion of the fringe.

The fringe shift for each point is calculated using the fringe

number and the background-fringe line data. The result is a set of

f(x,y) along each fringe. A limited number of fringes are used,

preferably ones that are transverse to the Nd:laser direction and

pass nearest the shock center.

The f(x,y) values are next converted to f(rz). First, a point

is digitized at the intersections of each fringe and the shock-wave

boundary. The process generates at least four shock-boundary

points that are least-squares fitted to a circle using a parameter-

space searching routine [Chandler (1975)]. Once the circle center
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(xc,Yc) is obtained, the coordinate conversion is completed, using

‘z = 4(X- XC)L+ (y- yc)~ .

The smallest value of rz for a given fringe is > 0.0 unless the

fringe passes directly through (Xc,yc). The smallest value of rz is

found for each fringe and is used to divide the fringe into a “left”

and “right” profile extending from the minimum rz to Rs. These

profiles are then inverted using Eq. (111-13) and the method of

Appendix B to get n(r), the index of refraction, as a function of r.

Index of Refraction Interpretation

The result of Abel-inverting a fringe profile is the radial

index of refraction function n(r,~) where the wavelength dependence

is noted. The index of refraction can be related to the density of

the various chemical components of the gas using the Gladstone-Dale

relation, or to the polarizability and number density of the

components by

n(r,~) - 1 ‘~ Ki(~)Pi (r) ‘2T ~~i(a)ni(r) , (III-14)
i i

where ai(a) is the polarizability in cubic centimeters of the ith—

component with number density ni(r) per cubic centimeter. The

density is Pi(r) grams per cubic centimeter, and the specific

refractivity, Ki(a], is in cubic centimeters per gram. A value of

K(694.3 nm) = 0.2247 cm3/g for nondissociated air [calculated from

Cauchy’s formula for air in Forsythe (1956) Table 553] has been used

to make estimates of refractive effects. This value shows only a

slight dependence on wavelength with K(347.2 nm) = 0.2330 cm3/g.
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The values of K at 546.1 nm for 02 and N2 are 0.19 and 0.24 cm3/g,

respectively.

Equilibrium calculations for air at one atmosphere [e.g., Zinn

and Sutherland (1975)] show that oxygen begins to dissociate at

- 0.2 eV and both nitrogen and oxygen are dissociated by - 0.6 eV.

It is therefore necessary to consider the change in the index of

refraction of air as the air components dissociate.

Shock-tube interferometric measurements of OX and NI by Alpher

and White (1959) at A = 412.2 to 544.6 nm gave K = 0.18 & 0.02 cm3/g

for 01 and 0.31 ~0.02 cm3/g for NI. Finite perturbation calcula-

tions of the static polarizabilities by Werner and Mayer (1976) have

been estimated to be 2% accurate for 01 and NI. These values (a

= 1.10 x 10-24 cm3 for NI and 0.802 x 10-24 cm3 for 01) yield K

= 0.297 cm3/g for NI and 0.189 cm3/g for 01. The agreement of the

static calculations and dynamic measurements indicates little

dependence on wavelength. These values indicate that K should vary

from 0.22 or 0.23 cm3/g for nondissociated air to 0.275 cm3/g for

completely dissociated air.

There is a further dependence of a and K on excitation, but this

appears to be slight, at least for the lower state of 01 and NI

[Nesbet (1977)]. Slight effects of anomalous dispersion by excited .

N+ will be considered in a following section.

Ionization becomes important for shock velocities where the

shock front temperature is Ts ~1.O eV. Values of K or u for

N+ and 0+ do not appear to be available in the literature. The

ratio of static values of a for the ion B+ and the parent atom B

[Mukherjee and Moitra (1978); Werner and Meyer (1976)] give
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a(B+)/a(B) = 1.69 x 10-24 cm3/3.03 x 10-24 cm3 = 0.56. This ratio

is not very different from 1. The presence of the electrons is much

more important in deterihining a. Therefore the a of N+ and 0+ will

be taken to be the same as the a of NI and 01. It wil1 be assumed

that there is little variation in a of 0+ and N+ from A = 347.2 to

694.3 nm.

The contribution to n from the electrons can be calculated from

l-l= ck/u (where k is the wave number, u the angular frequency, and c

the speed of light), using the dispersion relation for a transverse

electromagnetic wave in a field-free plasma. The result is

=- 4.48 x 10-14 a2ne, (cgs) (III-15)

with ne the electron number density, me the electron mass, e the

electron charge, up the plasma frequency, and Up << U. The right-

hand side is negative and shows a squared-wavelength dependence.

The factor multiplying ne is 10 to 50 times larger than typical

atomic and molecular values of 2ma [see Eq. (111-14)]. If n(r,a) is

available for

regardless of

and nmlecular

of electrons,

15) to be

two wavelengths, ~e(r) can be determined for all r

conditions by assuming the ai for the atomic, ionic,

components are independent of A. The number density

ne(r), is then determined from Eqs. (111-14) and (III-
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n(r9~2) - n(r,~l)
ne(r) = , (Cgs) ● (111-16a)

-4.48 X 10-14 (A; - A:)

or

ne(r) = 6.17 x 1021[n(r,a1) -n(r,a2)] (111 -16b)

for a doubled ruby laser with Al = 347.2 nm and A2 = 694.3 nm. By

assuming a value for K, p(r) can then be found using Eq. (111-14)

and is given by

Kp(r) = n(r,l) - 1 - 2ma(A)ne , (III-17)

where 2na = -2.16 x 10-Z2 cm3 for A = 694.3 nm and 2ma = - 5.40 x

10-23 cm3 for A = 347.2 nm.

Equations (111-16) and (111-17) can be used for determining ne

and p if there are no perturbing influences due to anomalous dis-

persion from nearby absorption lines.

The largest contribution to n - 1 from anomalous dispersion

comes from an absorption line of N+ at 694.367 nm [Moore (1971)],

which originates from a transition between the 3d3P20 (23.42 eV) and

the 4p3P2 (25.20 eV above the ground state) levels. The oscillator

strength is fif = 0.0473 [Wiese et al. (1966)]. The amount of

anomalous dispersion depends on the extent of overlap between the

absorption line

function of rod

culating water

and the laser line. The ruby laser wavelength is a

temperature, which was maintained at 19°C by a cir-

bath. Pressley (1971) has compiled data for the
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wavelength of ruby laser emission in the atmosphere vs rod tem-

perature. If the data are assumed to be for a standard atmosphere,

the ruby emission in vacuum from a 19°C rod is 694.447 nm.

The value of n - 1 for light with wavelength A = c/v near a

transition from an initial state (i) to a final state (f) with

wavelength ~if = C/Vif is given in cgs units by [see for example

Thorne (1974)]

e2 nifif
n- l=q v.

‘if - “
2 . (III-18)

If (Vif - ‘) + (~)

Here, ni is the number density of ions or atoms in the lower ini-

tial state and 6V is the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the

Lorentzian absorption profile with central frequency vif.

The dominant contribution to the line width is Stark broadening

by electron impact. The Stark-broadening line width is larger than

the Doppler width and there is a shift in vif as well. Stark N+

line-width calculations by Hey (1976) using Griem’s (1968) semi-

empirical method have given values acceptably close to experimental

values. Hey and Bryan (1977) suggest that an effective Gaunt factor

of 0.26 be used to calculate the line widths in N+ which gave better

than 10% agreement between calculated and measured values for lines

that they considered. An application of Griem’s semi-empirical

method with Hey and Bryan’s Gaunt factor to the 694.367-rim line

yields values for the line-width of

6AS = 3.28 x 10-15 ne/A’’l’- . (111-19)
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This implies 6A~ = 0.23 nm for ne = 1017 and T = 20000 K, somewhat

larger than other N+ line-widths calculated by Hey. The tabulated

value given by Griem (1964) for the 694.367-rim line of N+ is 6AS

= 0.14 nm with ne = 1017 and T = 20000 K. The value of Griem will

be used to calculate 6V in Eq. (111-18) assuming 6A proportional to

‘e and l/4~. The line center is also shifted toward the red. The

red shift (d) in A is given by d = 0.764 dAs/2 for the same value

T. This quantity 2d/6as is independent of ne and will again be

taken proportional to l/4~ based on a 10% fit to the tabulated

values of Griem from 2500 to 80000 K.

To find the population of the ith level (ni), equilibrium is—

assumed so that

gi exp(-Ei/kT)
n.=n
1 N+ z g. exp(-Ej/kT) ‘

jJ
(111-20)

where Ei is the energy (above ground state) and gi the statistical

weight of the ith level. The gj and Ej values are taken from Moore

(1971).
‘N+

is the number density of N+ and can be found in

Gilmore’s (1955,1967) equation-of–state (EOS) tables.

We can make an estimate of the contribution to the total n - 1

frcxnanomalous dispersion by assuming a typical l-torr shock density

of 1.29 x 10-5 g/cm3. The EOS tables indicate that nN+ increases

with temperature to about 25000 K and decreases sharply at 30000 K

(due to ionization of N+) where it has a value of nN+ -3 x 1017.

Equation (111-18) is a maximum when vif - v = 6v/2. At 30000 K

(2.6 eV) and p = 1.29 x 10-5 g/cm3, ne - 6 x 1017 and therefore
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&J/2 = 2.13 X 1011. Equation (111-18) then becomes n - 1 = 1.04

x 10-20 nf“ The constant multiplying nf is a factor of 50 greater

than the corresponding constant in Eq. (111-15) with A = 6.943

x 10-5 cm. However, ni calculated from Eq. (111-20) fs a small

fraction of nN+. For kT = 2.6 eV, Eq. (111-20) yields ni/nN+ - 1

x 10-4. Therefore, the contribution to n - 1 from anomalous

dispersion is at most 0.5% of the electron contribution and fs

negligible. This value is confirmed in a following section that

compares a measured l-torr ~ - 1 profile to an analytical profile

for which a detailed calculation of the anomalous n - 1 was made.

The calculation also showed that the anomalous contribution to ~ - 1

is at most 20% of the contribution to n - 1 from the other atoms and

ions.

An approximate knowledge of the structure of the shock wave fs

an afd fn relating densities to the measured index of refraction.

When the shock expands self-similarly, it is possible to estimate

the velocities for which dissociation is significant in the shock

front. In cases where the shock is strong enough

effects to be important, the ambient pressure can

negligible compared to the pressure of the shock

for dissociation

be assumed to be

front. That is,

the “strong shock” approximations for the Rankine-Hugoniot jump

conditions across the shock discontinuity can be used. For strong

shocks, the shock-front density, ps, is related to the ambient

density, Po, and the heat capacity ratio, y = Cp/Cv, by

y+l

Ps=qpo “
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The shock-front pressure, ps, is given by

(III-221

.
where Rs is the shock-front velocity. If we take the gram molecular

weight (Mw) of air to be 28.9 g/mole, (appropriate for not-too-

strong shocks, where the air is not dissociated) the shock-front

temperature, Ts (in K), is related to the pressure and density (in

Cgs) by
Mw ps

Ts =
-7 Ps

~~=3”48xlo ~ ‘
(III-23)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and NA is Avogadro’s number. From

Eq. (II-7), the velocity of the shock front is

Combining Eqs. (111-21) through (III-24) results in

(III-24)

Ts = 3.48 X 10-7 4 2(y - 1)
(3)2 = 1.11 x 10

-7 y-1
(})2

~(y+ 1)2 (y + 1)2

(III-25)

Equation (III-25) holds for strong but not too strong shocks where

Ts ~0.5 eV, such that dissociation is not significant and y = 1.4.

The equivalent of Eqs. (III-23) to (III-25) can also be used to

provide estimates of Ts above this temperature if the proper Mw and

y-values are used. To obtain ~ and y we must use a detailed

equation of state.
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For typical 50-torr R~-vs-t data of Chapt. II at times between 1

and 2 Ps, Eq. (III-25) predicts that the shock-front temperature

varies frcxn 5000 K (- 0.4 eV) to 2200 K (- 0.2 eV). In this tem-

perature range there is little dissociation. Therefore, for pur-

poses of obtaining density information from the interferometric

data, we can assume K = 0.23 cm3/g.

For the shocks in I-torr air, all interferometric data were

taken at t ~0.6 I.ISo For a typical Rs = 1.78 cm and assuming

y = 1.2 and Mw = 28.9 g/mole, Eq. (III-25) gives Ts ~40,000 K

(3.5 eV). At this temperature not only would the air be dissociated

(and ~ # 28.9 g/mole), it would also be ionized.

For temperatures above 0.5 eV, both the average molecular weight

and y decrease as the result of dissociation and ionization. That

is, the equation of state becomes more complicated ‘than it is at

lower temperatures. A convenient representation of the equation of

state of high-temperature air is shown in Figs. III-2a, and b [from

Zinn and Anderson, (1973)]. For present purposes, we wish to find T

when p and P are known. This can be accomplished by first forming

P/P and P/PO (where P. = 1.23 x 10-3 g/cm3), using Fig. 111-2a

iteratively to find c, and then finding T from Fig. 111-2b.

All l-torr interferograms were made with a single wavelength, A

= 694.3 nm. It is therefore not possible to determine both the gas

density and electron density in the shock front at the times of the

data. However, the shock Ts ~ 2 eV and the results of the anomalous

n - 1 calculation show that, by far, the main contribution to the

index of refraction under the l-torr conditions is from the

electrons.
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The approximate density profile of Taylor (1950) derived from

the self-similarity assumption is given by Eq. (A-3). The gas

density approaches zero at the center. The solution also yields a

finite pressure at the center, implying that the central temperature

is very high. The gas that is present should therefore be highly

ionized, resulting in a negative index of refraction. If the

measured index of refraction is negative at the center, then it can

be interpreted as solely due to electrons, with a negligible neutral

gas component.

The following rules can be used for interpreting n(r,~). If the

shock velocity is below Mach 5, it is a good approximation to assume

K: 0.23 for purposes of determining the density in the shock front

and only a single interferogram is needed to do so. As the shock-

front temperature approaches - 1 eV (Mach 10 to 20), dissociation

becomes important and K approaches ~0.28. ForleV~Ts~2eV,

the presence of electrons becomes important and two interferograms

-of different wavelengths are needed to determine the gas and

electron densities. If Ts J 2 eV, the gas contribution to n - 1 at

694.3 nm is small compared to the electron contribution and

therefore q - 1 from a 694.3-rim interferogram is sufficient to

determine ne using Eq. (111-15). A single-wavelength interferogram

should also be sufficient to determine ne at the shock center where

-0 and the temperature (and therefore ionization) is high. It isP_

difficult to obtain information from single-wavelength n(r,a) from

50-torr data for OS r~ Rs and at early times (t ~ 1 ~s) because

both the neutral gas contribution and electron contribution to n are

significant.
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Results

50-torr Results,t > 1 vs

The digitizing and inversion process for a 694.3-rim interfero-

gram for a shock wave resulting from a 25.3-J laser shot in 50-torr

air at 5 us is shown in Fig. III-3. The right and left sides of the

fringe indicated in Fig. III-3a have been plotted in Fig. 111-3b

after conversion from the graphics tablet coordinates to the radial

coordinates. About 90 points were digitized in each half of the

fringe. The left fringe was then smoothed and plotted in Fig.

111-3C. Figure 111-3d is a plot of II - 1 (where n is the index of

refraction) after inversion of the curve in Fig. 111-3c.

We can now determine the time evolution of the peak gas density

and central electron rulmber density for 50-torr shocks during t ~ 1

us, using interferograms from several shots where EL = 25 ~ 5 J.

Both histories are useful for comparison to the numerical calcula-

tions described in Chapt. V.

The previous section indicates that these shocks at this time

have slowed to the point where dissociation of air in the shock

front does not occur. Values of K(694.3 nm) = 0.225 cm3/g and

K(347.2 nm) = 0.233 cm3/g are therefore appropriate when determining

the gas densities ,in the shock front from the peak index of re-

fraction. The assumption of negligible gas in the shock center

should also hold at this time, making it possible to unambiguously

determine the central electron density using Eq. (111-15).
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If the determination of the density-evolutions from interfero-

grams of shocks where EL = 25 & 5 J is to be valid, we must first

show that the densities at a given time are not strong functions of

EL over the range 20 to 30 J. Plots of the peak gas density and the

central electron density at 2.5 us vs laser energy, determined using

the nondissociated-air values of K and Eq. (111-15), are given in

Figs. III-4a and b. All values were obtained fran 694.3-rim inter-

ferograms. The error bars were determined by the variation in the

values obtained from several fringes of a given interferogram

passing through the shock near its center. The peak gas density

varies only slightly for laser energies between 0.5 and 27.6 J. The

central electron density varies nearly linearly with laser energy up

to - 15J and levels off for 20~EL~30 J. In both cases the

densities are independent of EL in the range of 20 to 30 J at t

= 2.5 uS. We will assume that the peak gas density and central

electron densities are independent of EL in the range of 20 J to 30

Jfor lctc30~s. This allows comparison of density data at

different times, obtained from several laser shots of slightly

different EL. If at times other than 2.5 us there is as much as a

linear variation in the densities with EL, then the error in the

densities over EL = 25:5 J is still only ~20% and the assumption

is still not too bad.

The evolution of the peak gas density and central electron

number density are plotted in Figs. III-5a and b, respectively,

as determined independently from both 347.2-rim and 694.3-rim

interferograms. The relation P = (n - 1)/K(a) (assuming no

electrons present) was used to determine the peak gas density and
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Eq. (111-15) (assuming negligible atomic and

n - 1) was used to determine the central

ties. The assumptions are supported by the

347.2-rim and 694.3-rim density determinations.

ionic contributions to

electron number densi-

agreement between the

It is notable that after 1 Ps, the measured peak gas densities

are well below 6 PO predicted by Eq. (111-21) with y = 1.4. This

confirms the assumption that the effects of dissociation can be ig-

nored after 1 vs. It is also interesting that ps < 6P0 for 1 ~s~t

< 10—

time

does

PS because it was found in Chapt. II that Rs = t0”4 over this

period. Although the assumption of a strong shock therefore

not hold, the dimensional relationship between t, Rs, PO, and

Es apparently does still hold. That is, the shock can be weak in

terms of the shock-front density and still expand self-similarly.

50-torr Results, t < 1 us

The 50-torr data at times earlier than - 1 BS are

interpret. The shock is somewhat ellipsoidal (we stil”

to the shock boundaries during

crossing the side of the shock

noticeably different than those

interferogram reduction

difficult to

fit circles

and fringes

toward the Nd:glass laser beam are

crossing the opposite side.

Fringes crossing the side of the shock away from the Nd:glass

1aser, when inverted,- yield radial index-of-refraction profiles

similar to those for times greater than 1 VS. The peak gas density

at t = 430 ns of a 50-torr shock with EL = 20 J determined from two-

wavelength interferograms using Eq. (111-17) with K = 0.275 was ~s

% 5.4 + 0.4 x 10-4 g/cm3. Therefore PS ~ 7P0. From Eq. (111-16),—

the electron density at the shock front was determined to be
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1.7:0.8 x 1017/cm3.

limits, and the central

The shock velocity

determined to be 4.6 x

The central gas density was below measurable

electron density was 4.66:0.23 x 1017.

at t = 430 ns for the EL = 20 J shock was

105 cm/s. With is= 4.6 x 105 cm/s, Gilmore’s

(1955) graphs of Hugoniot curves for shocks in 50-torr air yield Ts

~0.5 eV and ps ~ 10PO. The Hugoniot density ratio is higher than

the measured value and there is little ionization of air at Ts = 0.5

eV, indicating that the measured shock front value of ne is much

higher than is consistent with the velocity measurement.

A possible cause of the discrepancy is the loss in accuracy of

the Abel inversion technique and the error in the fringe shift

measurement resulting from the asphericity in the shock. The

central electron number density value is probably accurate because

the change in fringe shift with radius is not as great in the

center, minimizing the effects of any error in the radius value for

a given fringe-shift measurement. The use of Gilmore’s curves for

determining the shock temperature is also questionable at 430 ns

because the shock wave is stil forming from the target plasma.

50-torr shocks do not show self-similar Rs-vs-t expansion

- 1 us.

The

until

There is also a possibility that the air surrounding the target

is preheated either by the scattered Nd:glass laser beam or by

radiation from the target plasma, thus accounting for the elevated

ionization levels. Spherical numerical calculations in Chapter V

indicate very little radiation preheat; however, scattered Nd:glass

laser beam preheat is not ruled out.
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Fringes crossing the side of the shock toward the Nd:glass laser

yield the radial index-of-refraction curves plotted in Fig. III-6.

These curves have been smoothed by eye after comparing results from

several inverted fringes. Figure III-7 gives ne and Kp calculated

from the data of Fig. III-6 using Eqs. (111-16) and (III-17). The

right-hand side in Fig. III-7 is the density assuming a constant K

= .275. Again, there may be a considerable underestimate in the

value of the peak gas density due to inversion inaccuracy caused by

asphericity at early times.

The shock density-profile on the shock-side toward the Nd:glass

laser does not resemble that of an Rs = t0”4 self-similar shock

wave. Once again, this is not in disagreement with the radius-vs-

time data of Fig. II-7 that indicate the shock expansion is just

beginning to show an Rs = t0“4 dependence. Particularly notable is

the bump on the back of the density peak at r/Rs = 0.7 to 0.9. The

portion of the shock away from the Nd:glass laser does not show this

bump. Both sides of the shock have electron densities near the

center of 3 to 5 x 1017/cm3. The side towards the Nd:glass laser,

however, exhibits a peak in electron density at about 0.8 Rs of 1.2

x 1018/cm3. These features may be due to the laser-air breakdown or

the manner in which the target material expands and forms the air-

shock as discussed in Chapts. IV and V. Errors from the Abel

inversion technique may also be significant.

l-torr Data

A l-torr 694.3-rim interferogram of an EL = 18.7-J laser shock at

t = 0.6 VS is reproduced in Fig. III-8. The orientation of the
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Fig. III-8. 694.3-rim interferogram of a l-torr, EL = 18.7 J shock
at t = 600 ns.
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picture is such that the B-beam enters from above. The fringe shift

pattern is similar to the 50-torr pattern; however, the fringe shift

is in the negative direction (compare with Fig. II-la).

Results from inverting the l-torr fringes near the target stalk

are different than results for fringes away from the stalk. The

variation is the result of the distortion of the shock front by the

target stalk. The shock front away from the stalk also appears

slightly irregular as seen in Fig. III-8. If only fringes that are

unperturbed by the stalk are used, the average peak value of n - 1

-4.4 + 0.7 x 10-5.from several 20-J laser shots is _ The expected

contribution to n - 1 at the shock front from the air atoms and ions

is - 4 x 10-6

times greater

central value

assuming ps = 10PO. The electron contribution is 10

and negative and therefore dominant as expected. The

ofrl- 1 is -1 + 1 x 10-6, corresponding to a central—

ne of 4.6:4.6 x 1015/cm3.

The higher degree of ionization is due to the higher temperature

resulting from a larger shock velocity at a given time in lower den-

sity air for the same Es. This is seen by comparing Eqs. (111-21)

tO (III-24) that show Ts = Ii: a Rs2 a l/Po
2/5. Decreasing the

density by a factor of 50 increases Ts by 4.8.

We can also make a purely theoretical

through the shock front for comparison with

calculation of ~ - 1

the experimental data.

The comparison is useful because the calculation will be based on

ideal density and pressure profiles from the solution for an

instantaneous point energy release.

To calculate an analytical n - 1 profile we first assume that

the strong shock Hugoniot equations [Eqs. (111-21) and (III-22)]
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hold for some effective y and that Rs = t2/5. We have measured

values of Rs and t and therefore [by Eq. (III-24)] is. To find the

value of Y that is consistent with the Rs and t data and the EOS

tables, we combine Eqs. (111-21) to (III-24) and get

Ps 42(y-l)Rs2=(y-l)C
~=z (y+ ,12 (F) “ (III-26)

The second equality is simply the result of (y - 1) = p/pE.

Equation (III-26) permits us to calculate E for Rs, t, and y. We

first assume Y = 1.2 to calculate E from Eq. (III-26) and P fromEq.

(III-21). With the calculated E and p values, we can find a new

value of y using Fig. III-2a. We then repeat the process with the

new value for y. After several iterations we obtain a value of y

consistent with the Rs and t data as well as the EOS table. For Rs

= 1.78 and t = 0.6 uS, y - 1 = 0.145. The last value of e can be

used with Fig. 111-2b to find Ts. The final values after the

iteration are ps = 14.8 p. = 2.34 x 10-5 g/cm3, ps = 2.08 x 106

dynes/cm2, and Ts = 13200 K.

The values of p, p, and T behind the shock front can now be

calculated. Equation (A-3) can be used for an approximation to

p(r). Taylor (1950) similarly derives an approximate expression for

p(r) given by

p(r) = cf(r)/y , (III-27)

where



f(r)
~2:,)-(2y2;-7; -3)~”(y+1y-rh-1)1 ●

= exp[tn(— (III-28)

Here r and h have the same manings as in Eq. (A-3). The constant c

in Eq. (III-27) is

Eq. (III-27) equal

are plotted in Fig,

= 1.145, ps = 2.08

determined by evaluating f at r = 1 and setting

to PSY derived from Eq. (III-26). Both ~ and p

III-9a for normalized radii of 0.85&r < 1.0, y—

x 106 dyne/cm2 and P. = 1.58

assuming y is constant through the shock front, c

from E = P/P (Y - 1) and Fig. 111-2b can then be

T(r) from E and p. T(r) and the quantity p/p(y -

x 10-6 g/cm3. By

can be determined

used to determine

1) are plotted in

Fig. 111-9b. The assumption that y is constant throughout the

plotted range of E is justified because the value of y derived from

Fig. III-2a for values of E and P at r = .86 is 1.153. Despite the

constancy of y, the values of T~ 5 eV (r ~ .9) are probably not

believable.

Equation-of-state tables can now be used to find the electron

number density, ne, from the curves in Fig. III-9. Tables from

Gilmore (1955) and Gilmore (1967) were used to find the electron

densities. The electron density was also calculated from p = (ne

+ rip)kT

density

the EOS

and EOS

The

where np is the heavy particle (N, O, N+, etc.) number

calculated from n
P

= 2 NAp/Mw. The calculated ne agree with

value within - 30% over 0.87 ~r~l.O. Both the calculated

values of ne are plotted in Fig. 111-10 along with np.

electron contribution to n - 1 can now be calculated from

Eq. (III-15). The contribution

= Kp where K was taken as 0.275
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atoms are ionized, this value is probably not quite correct. The

number density of the N+ ions in the 3d3P~ level was also determined

from Eq. (111-20) and the profile is plotted in Fig. 111-10. This

permitted the addition of n - 1 due to anomalous dispersion although

it is slight.

The total n - 1 is taken as the sum of these three contributions

and is plotted in Fig. 111-11 along with the experimental points

from an inverted fringe of Fig. III-7. The values of ne calculated

from p = nkT were used in compiling n - 1. The agreement is good

even without the error bars. The error bars were determined from

the variation in the measured peak n - 1, and are probably an over-

estimate for the rest of the experimental curve. If the EOS values

for ne were used, n - 1 would typically be 15% more negative than

the values from the calculated ne.

Sunmary

Chapter III and Appendix B describe the procedures used to

interpret and reduce the interferograms. Spline fitting and

smoothing tec.nniques are applied to the fringe shift-vs-position

data acquired by tracing the fringes on a computer-coupled graphics

tablet. The profiles are then Abel-inverted to obtain the index of

refraction-vs-radius.

Analytical shock predictions and equation-of-state tables are

used to indicate the need for interferograms at two wavelengths in

separably determining the gas and electron densities--that is, when

both electron density and gas density are significant in the same

region of the shock.
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The 50-torr data at times greater than 1 US give peak densities

which appear to be consistent with the radius-vs-time data. The 50-

torr value of ~5/Po at 1 us is about 5, in approximate agreement

with (y + 1)/(Y - 1) = 6 for y = 1.4 as predicted for a strong

shock. The value Y = 1.4 for nondissociated air is consistent with

the shock-front temperatures inferred from the 50-torr shock-wave

velocities for t ~ 1 VS. The 50-torr shocks no longer expand in a

self-similar way after - 10 vs. Att= 10 vs, the data give P5/Po

-3, and at later times ps/po approaches 1 (t- 30 Ps).

The values for the index of refraction at the 50-torr shock

center indicate that there is little gas at the shock center (~ 1

x 10-5 g/cm3) over the time span of 1 to 30 us and the electron

density is as high as 2 x 1017/cm3 at 1 vs. If the electrons

resulted from singly ionized air atoms, the central gas density

would be - 0.5 x 10-5 g/cm3, which is below the detectable limit and

therefore consistent.

Data at 50 torr and times earlier than 1 us indicate asymmetries

caused by the laser-air breakdown and one-sided target illumination

are still present.

peaked as expected

the peak value is

The gas density profile is broader and not as

from the self-similarity solution. The error in

probably due to a combination of asphericity and

the Abel inversion process. If the shock is still forming, this

would also result in a broader shock front. This agrees with the

radius-vs-time data, which show that the shock is not yet expanding

as Rs = t0”4. Central electron densities are 3 to 4 x 1017/cm3 for

data at t = 428 ns, so that any air atoms in the center are probably

ionized.
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The l-torr data taken at 600 ns is at a single wavelength

(694.3 nm); however, the high degree of ionization makes it possible

to determine ne(r). Theoretical index-of-refraction profiles

constructed from the shock radius at a given time, equation-of-state

tables for air, strong-shock Hugoniot pressure and density rela-

tions, and the approximate density and pressure profiles of Taylor

agree well with the experimental profile over the outer 15% of the

shock radius.
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CHAPTER IV

INITIAL TARGET EXPANSION AND SHOCK FORMATION

In this chapter, we will consider several features of the plasma

during the early expansion that tend to make the expansion deviate

from that of the instantaneous point-energy release described by the

Taylor-von Neumann-Sedov solution.

We will first consider the suggestion of Basov et al. (1973),

regarding experiments similar to ours, that nonlinear electron heat

transport may be influential in the early expansion. The effect is

found to be slight. The difference between the target material

equation of state and the air equation of state are also considered

and are found to produce only slight differences in the initial

expansion.

With the finding that electron heat transport and target

equation-of-state (EOS) can have only a slight effect on the shock

formation, we

fluid motion.

that of air.

are therefore

assume that the

We also assume

Deviations from

early expansion is simply ideal-gas

that the target EOS is identical to

the Taylor-von Neumann-Sedov solution

assumed to be due to the presence of the target mass.

The experimental results are then compared with several existing

analytical approximations that include

are made in terms of overall Rs-vs-t

source mass. The comparisons

agreement, convergence to the
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Taylor-von Neumann-Sedov solution at large R~ and/or negligible

source mass, and the radius of maximum deceleration, RD, previously

defined in Chapt. II.

Finally, a description of the

of variable-energy blast waves.

by assuming a special case where

shock formation is given in terms

This description is expanded upon

the uniformly heated target mass

forms an isentropic gas that supplies the

The features of target mass and heat

in spherical symmetry; the existence of

mind when comparing theory and data.

shock front with energy.

transport will be examined

asymmetry must be kept in

Electron Heat Transport

When nonlinear diffusive transport

plasma volum can expand very quickly.

the plasma volume expand, the fluid

of heat is significant, a

Although the boundaries of

does not

accelerated and remains essentially motionless.

the target material after laser irradiation is

diffusive radiation transport to occur; however,

have time to be

The temperature of

too low for much

the initial plasma

expansion by diffusive electron heat transport into the surrounding

air has been suggested by Basov et al (1973). We will therefore

examine the influence of nonlinear electron heat transport here.

The radius of the front of a spherical nonlinear thermal

conduction wave propagating in a uniform medium may be estimated

from the similarity solution given by Zel ‘dovich and Raizer (1966)

as

‘f = 0.953 (aQ5/2t)2/19 .
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Equation (IV-1) assumes that the coefficient of thermal diffusivity

is xe = aT5/2, where a is a proportionality constant. Rf is the ra-

dius of the thermal front, and Q = E/PCv is the released ener~ div-

ided by the density and heat capacity at constant volume. The heat

flux due to electron transport is Fs = -KevTe = U6TKLVTe [Spitzer

(1962)] where u ~ 0.4 and KL is the conductivity of a Lorentz gas.

6T can be fit by [Edwards, et al (1973)]

=(1+ 3.44+ 0.26 En Z -1
6T z ) (IV-2)

where Z is the average ion charge. After substituting for KL (from

Spitzer),

T 5/2 VT

Fs = -7.81 X 10
-5 e e

2nA(Z”+ 3.44 + 0.26 In Z)
(ergs/cm-s-deg) (IV-3)

where A is the Coulomb logarithm and Te is in Kelvins. The value.of

5 2 by comparing Eq. (IV-3)a is determined from a = 5/2 = Ke/CeT /Xc/T

with Fs = -KeVTe, where Ce is the specific heat of the electron gas

per unit volume at constant volume. Equation (IV-1) then becomes

= 2011X105[
~5/2

‘f RnA(Z + 3.44 + 0.26 ~n Z)Z(Z+l)b~
P?’-j$lg

(IV-4)

I have used Cv = 3ntk/2p, Ce = 3nek/2, and the total particle ~

density nt = np = ne = (Z + l)np, where np is the heavy particle

number density (atoms and ions) and ne is the electron number
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density, which is assumed

purpose of approximation.

We can use Eq. (IV-4)

to be independent of temperature for the

to estimate Rf vs t for typical conditions

of our experiment.

1017, and assuming

= 0.5 cm at 1 ns.

Assuming a pressure of 10-torr air, np = 6.6 x

E = 108 ergs, Z =land!?nA - 10, then Rf

For comparison with the experimental data, Eq. (IV-4) gives an

overestimate of the wave-front radius because the energy is depo-

sited in the massive target, not the ambient air, and therefore Q is

initially lower. Furthermore, Eq. (IV-4) implicitly assumes that ne

is constant throughout the entire chamber instead of just in the

region of the

For large

than the max’

target.

VTe, Eq. (IV-3) can yield flux values that are larger

mum flux that can be carried by a given number of

electrons. Assuming the electron velocities Ve fit a Maxwellian

distribution, the limiting flux is given by

3/2
FL = o~ne<0.5 vemevez> = 2u~ne% (kTe)

3/2
= 3.42 x 10-llneTe (IV-5)

where a = 0.4 and~, the average cosine of the angular distribution,

has been taken to be 1/2.

The EOS tables indicate that depositing 10 J in the target mass

leads to Te - 3.5 x 105 K and ne- 1022 to 1023. The large electron

density in the target implies that the surrounding air is immediate-

ly heated to 3.5 x 105 K. The maximum electron density in the air is

only - 10~g if it is totally ionized and from Eq. (IV-5), FL - 7 x
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1016 er-gs/cm2-s. If the plasma radius is about 0.025 cm, then in

1 ns only - 6 x 105 ergs or 0.5% of E is transferred away from the

plasma. It would therefore take tens of nanoseconds for the plasma

volume to double by heat transport. However, a fluid velocity of

only - 2 x 105 cm/s is necessary to double the volume in the same

time by plasma motion.

This discussion indicates the electron heat transport does not

play an important role in the expansion. It may be important for

initial transport of energy within the target material, but this

period is short lived.

Target EOS

It was pointed out in relation to Eq. (II-7) that, although the

“effective y“ of air is”a function of temperature, the variation of

y has little effect on the Rs-vs-t relation. The Rs-vs-t relation

is also insensitive to any differences between the effective y of

the (CH)n and that of air. Figure IV-1 is a comparison of the air

EOS for p =

polystyrene

[Bennett et

good in the

1.29 x 10-3 g/cm3 taken from Fig. III-2a and the EOS for

obtained from the Los Alamos Equation-of-State Library

al. (1978)] for p = 1.29 x 10-3 g/cm3. The agreement is

regime of the experiment (c ~ 3 x 1012 ergs/g, where c

is the specific internal energy).

The approximate curve in Fig. IV-1, and several variations where

the c-value of the y - 1 = 0.4 cross-over was shifted, were tried

for the target EOS using the numerical model of Chapter V. The

results were nearly identical to calculations that assumed an air
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Fig. IV-1. Comparison of EOS for CH with the EOS for air and the
approximate EOS for the target material used in the
numerical calculations.
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EOS for the target. Therefore, the target EOS was taken to be that

of air for the numerical calculations of Chapter V.

We can conclude that the target material behaves essentially

like air in the reg.

in this experiment.

on of the equation-of-state that is of interest

Approximations That Include Target Mass

The mass can affect the expansion in two ways. After the energy

is deposited, the mass can expand outward, pushing the ambient air

ahead of it (or “snowplowing” it). In the second effect, the shock

develops within a distribution of mass and propagates through the

distribution into the ambient air, whether the mass itself is ex-

panding or stationary.

In the case of a simple momentum-conserving snowplow with

initial target mass MT and velocity Vo, it is easy to show that the

relation between R~ and t for a uniform ambient atmosphere is

or, in terms of the initial kinetic energy, Ek = (1/2)MTVo2,

(IV-6)

(IV-7)

When Rs is small, the first term will dominate until Rs4 becomes

large enough to overcome it; thus, the expansion will be approxi-

mately linear

snowplow pass

for early times. It is also possible to consider the

ng through an arbitrary ambient density distribution,
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as in the case of a portion of the target mass being dispersed and

the snowplow passing through it. This would add an additional term

to Eq. (IV-7). The initial velocity is proportional to 4~for this

solution. The main problem with this solution occurs at late times,

when Rs = t1/4, in disagreement with the t2/5 dependence indicated

by the data and the self-similar solution for a point explosion.

The

not

most

momentum conserving snowplow solution is further deficient in

considering the internal energy. The data shows Ek/Es is at

30%, assuming the target and shocked air mass are in a shell

moving with the shock wave expansion velocity. It can be < 10%, so

this is a significant omission.

The internal energy can be taken into account and a self-similar

solution derived for a shock propagating through a particular den-

sity distribution of the form ~ = Po/rw, where P. is a constant, w a

number, and r the

Sedov (1959), and y

Rs

‘adial distance. This approach is discussed by

elds the R-vs-t relation

()E
l/(5-w) t2/(5-w)

=A~ a
‘o

(IV-8)

where A is the similarity variable. For w > 3, the shock radius

actually accelerates and the total mass in the density distribution

is finite. For a constant velocity (where w = 3), the velocity is

again proportional to ~ . It is conceivable that, if the target

mass was dispersed and a shock generated within, the shock would

show little change in velocity as it broke through the density

gradient. Because this solution is applicable to special distri-

butions, it can provide only qualitative information.
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Two approximate solutions [Freiwald and Axford (1975) and Fuchs

(1947)] wil1 be compared to the data. Both solutions assume that

the shocked material is in a shell which is thin compared to the

radius of the shock

They both have the

wave, and further assume zero counterpressure.

property that they approach the Rs = t2/5 de-

pendence at large distances.

The Freiwald/Axford Approximation

The first approximation [Freiwald and Axford (1975)] assumes

that the heated mass expands as a contact surface, pushing air ahead

of it in a thin shell. It was developed to determine the effect of

filling a hypothetical laser-fusion reactor chamber with a back-

ground gas to protect the chamber walls from target debris.

The usual strong-shock Hugoniot

density p, and flow velocity u are

position Rs between the shocked and

jump conditions for pressure p,

taken across the interface at

ambient air. The jump conditions

at the contact surface inside Rs at position Rc (Rc=Rs) are

2 ~ andpd=ps=~~~po 9
‘d=us=y+ls (IV-9)

Here the subscript s refers to the shocked gas, d refers to target

debris, and o refers to ambient conditions. The total internal and

kinetic energies are then related to the initial energy as

Rc Rs

Es = ~ (; ‘~ + ‘d) Pd4mr2dr + ~ (+ u:
o Rc

where c (ergs/g) is the specific internal

2
+ E5) Psqmr dr , (IV-1O)

energy given by
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The strong-shock Hugoniot relation for

ambient- to shocked-air interface is

y+l

‘s = P. (y+ “

The debris density is assumed uniform for

The thin-shell approximation assumes that

(IV-11)

the densities across the

(IV-12)

r~ Rc, therefore,

(IV-13)

within Ar = R~ - Rc, ps is

uniform and due to the mass of air originally in the sphere of

radius Rs, so that

Rs P.

‘s ‘Tm “
(IV-14)

With these substitutions and the assumption of uniform pressures in

the debris and thin shell,

Es = i; (cl + @ ~ (IV-15)

where

(C2 = > ‘o (y +21)2+ ~)andcl= 2 *MT. (IV-16)
(Y + 1)
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Equation (IV-15) can be integrated

elliptic integrals, or numerically

relation for comparison with the data.

analytically, in terms of

to yield a radius-vs-time

IfMT+O or Rs + ~, the first term in Eq. (IV-15)

negligible. In both cases, Eq. (IV-15) should converge

Taylor-von Neumann-Sedov solution. However, a comparison

becomes

to the

of Eq.

(II-7) with Eq. (IV-15) for Cl = O shows that C2 is a factor of 2

too large. The factor of 2 is mainly the result of assuming the

interior pressure is equal to ps instead of 0.5 ps (see Appendix C)

as was found in deriving Eq. (II-7) [Zel”dovich and Raizer (1966)].

There is also a small contribution to C2 from the internal energy of

the shell, which is assumed to be zero in deriving Eq. (II-7). The

factor of 2 in C2 decreases Rs by a factor of 21/5 for larae Rs.

Therefore, a value of t2/2 will be used for calculating Rs vs t.

We further

the expansion,

~s = Pd, ps =

justify a decreased C2 by noting that at some time in

based on the assumptions leading to Eq. (IV-15],

pd, and therefore the shocked region is isothermal.

Empirical evidence fran nuclear explosions, which certainly include

source debris and which are known to start as isothermal spheres,

indicates that the resulting shocks are identical to Taylor-von

Neumann-Sedov shocks at large Rs. Therefore, if the Freiwald/Axford

approximation is to be consistent with Eq. (II-7) at late times, we

must use C2/2 in Eq. (IV-15).

Several points can be noted from the derivation and from Eqs.

(IV-15) and (IV-16). The initial expansion velocity obtained by

letting Rs + O in Eq. (IV-15) is linear, with a velocity that de-

pends only on the target mass and the energy Es and not on ambient
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gas density. The velocity is proportional to the square root of the

energy. These two points are contradicted by the laser shock data.

For our experimental conditions, Eq. (IV-15) yields values of the

initial velocity only slightly less than free expansion velocities

measured from arrival time of ions in vacuum at the charge collec-

tors (see the end of this chapter). The calculated velocity is much

greater than the initial transverse velocities measured in 1 and 50

torr atmospheres. Equation (IV-15) also yields an initial velocity

approximately a factor of three higher than can be inferred from the

data of Leonard and Mayer (1975) in 20-torr helium using 140-ng

targets, assuming Es = 15 J and Y = 1.67.

The previously defined radius of maximum

the Freiwald/Axford solution can be found by

is, .

..*. ().dR

Rs=Rs&Rs$=O
s s

deceleration, RD, for
.0.

setting Rs = O. That

●

This implies a radius for maximum deceleration of

‘H (2)1’3=(:)1’3(:~:2)1’3

(IV-17)

(IV-18)

where Eq. (IV-16) has been used for Cl and C2. It can be seen from

Eq. (IV-18) that the shock boundary goes through its maximum de-

celeration when the ratio of entrained air mass to target mass is

(Y - 1)/(6y - 2) [or 2(y - 1)/(6y - 2)if one-half the value of Eq.

(IV-16) is used for C2]. This is a very small ratio of 1/26 (or
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I
1/13) for y = 1.2. The data presented in Chapt. II indicate a much

larger ratio; namely, --5 to 10.

Eq. (IV-15) was numerically integrated, assuming one-half the

value of C2 given by Eq. (IV-16), to obtain the curves in Fig. IV-2

for comparison

50-torr data.

tion (II-7) is

The curves

with the Es = 12.3-J, l-torr data and the Es = 2.5-J,

It was assumed that MT = 3.4 ~g and y = 1.2. Equa-

plotted for the same values.

generated by integrating Eq. (IV-15) begin with an

initial velocity determined by Cl in Eq. (IV-16), and they very

slowly approach the self-similar curves of Eq. (II-7). From Cl, it

can be seen that if y + 1, the initial velocity is simply given

by is = 42Es/MT . The measured radius-vs-time curves show a sudden

break from the linear to self-similar behavior, as well as a much

slower initial velocity. The comparison between data and the

Freiwald/Axford theory, therefore, shows only slight similarities.

Application of Fuchs’ Solution

Fuchs ‘ solution is derived in Appendix C in order to clarify

notation, and because the original Fuchs report (1947) was not

widely circulated, not having been declassified until 1973.

From Eq. (IV-17) and the form of Eq. (C-24), the radius of maxi-
..0

mum deceleration [i.e., the radius where Rs(RD) = O] can be seen

to be independent of any of the factors in Eq. (C-24) that are not

functions of Rs. This includes the energy, Es, and y. Equation

(C-21) indicates that gn~ is only the logarithmic average of the

excess material and has little influence on f(Rs), given by Eq.

(C-23) for Rs > R. Therefore, the radius of maximum deceleration
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depends

of Eq.

maximum

initial

initial

similar.

only on R. in Eq. (C-18), the equal-mass radius.

(C-25) with various initial conditions indicates

deceleration radius is - Ro. Because ~ is small,

Solution

that the

the exact

distribution of the target mass has little effect on the

velocity or on the point where the shock becomes self-

It is not important to know the exact mass distribution

right after the energy release.

Numerical computations have been done by Whitaker and Horak

(private communication) for massive sea-level nuclear detonations in

the range of 100-kt TNT equivalent with several hundred tons of

surrounding mass. To test Fuchs’ approximation before applying it

to the laser-generated shocks, the solution was compared with those

computer calculations and found to be in fair agreement.

R. can be determined simply for the case where the density

distribution is a step function, as it is for the targets. If P(r)

is constant and greater than PO for RI > r ~ Ri where Ri is the

inner radius of the shell, that is RI > Ri ~0, then Eq. (C-18)

yields

~- (R3
1/3

R. = &po 1 - R;) . (IV-19)

For the case of the laser targets, F$ = 3.4 vg, Ri = 0.0250 cm,

and R1 = 0.0254

responds to PO

torr pressure.

and RO(50 torr)

cm. For room-temperature air, l-torr pressure cor-

= 1.57 x 10-6 g/cm3, while P. = 7.87 x 10-5 for 50-

Therefore, Eq. (IV-19) yields Ro(l torr) = 0.802 cm

= 0.218 cm.
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Assuming a density step function of the form used to obtain Eq.

(IV-19), Eq. (C-21) can be used to calculate~:

(IV-20)

If ln~ is taken literally, the given target parameters yield~ =
—

0.02539. The significance of R is that it determines the approxi-

mate lower limit for which Eq. (C-25) is integrable.

To compare the data with Fuchs’ solution, the values given above

for R. and~were substituted in Eq. (C-25). The value of the

integrand was calculated at 5000 evenly spaced radii from 0.0 to

2.5 cm, and the function was numerically integrated to yield

approximately 5000 different values of t, using Simpson’s method.

The lower limit of the integration was taken to be the lowest of the

5000 values of Z’ for which the denominator of the integrand is not

imaginary. This represents an error in t slightly greater than

1 ns. The value of Es was 12.3 J for the l-torr case and 2.5 J for

the 50-torr case, corresponding to the l-torr EL = 2406-J and 50-

torr EL = 27.6-J data of Fig. II-4. The values of Es were again

chosen using Eq. (II-7) fit to the interferometric data points. A

strong-shock Y of 1.2 was assumed for both cases. The resulting,

curves are plotted in Fig. IV-2.

This figure shows that the expansion is approximately linear for

a period of time. During this period, the calculated velocities are

higher than the measured transverse velocities by a factor of 3. At

a given radius during the linear expansion, Eq. (C-24) indicates the
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value of Es used in the solution should be correspondingly lower by
.

a factor of nine to match the data, because Rs = ~ .

There is an inconsistency between the results of Fuchs’ solution

for low pressures and its assumptions. The initial velocity for a

50-torr 2.5-J calculation is about 2.7 x 106 cm/s. The solution

assumes the target and shocked-air masses are in a thin s~ll

traveling at this velocity. The kinetic energy of the target mass

alone is 1.2 J or about 50% of Es, contradicting the assumption of

negligible kinetic energy.

The ratio of energy to source mass for a typical nuclear explo-

sion is close to that of these experiments. Fuchs’ solution showed

good agreement in the nuclear case because P. was the sea-level

value. The initial expansion is slower for sea-level values of P.

than it is for P. at 50-torr pressure and room temperature. Accord-

ingly, the kinetic energy in the case of the nuclear detonation is

less than 0.1%.

Another difference between the experiment and Fuchs’ solution is

the energy release distribution. In the experiment, it was asym-

metrically distributed throughout the highly extended mass. The

solution assumes a point release at the center of a spherical mass

distribution.

Fuchs’ solution shows one qualitative feature seen in the

data. The decrease in velocity is abrupt when the shock reaches the

radius where self-similar expansion begins. The Freiwald/Axford

solution shows a more gradual approach.
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It is interesting to note with respect to Eq. (II-9) that, if

the initial velocity is proportional to 4~ (as it is in the Fuchs

and Freiwald/Axford approximations), then RD is independent of Es.

RD is then proportional to the ratio of target mass to entrained air

mass. We note that the measured initial transverse velocity is

independent of Es, in which case RD is determined by the ratio of Es

to entrained air mass. That is, by Eq. (II-9),

Es Es
“2—=

‘%~o
= constant ,

‘A po&Rj
(IV-21)

where MA is the entrained air mass at radius RD.

Initially, the energy is deposited in the target material This

target

becomes

reaches

expands

energy is transferred to the surrounding air as the air

entrained. After

approximately the

self-similarly as a

the enerqy to entrained-air-mass ratio

value given by Eq. (IV-21), the shock

Taylor-von Neumann-Sedov shock wave.

Variable-Energy Blast Wave Interpretation of the Early Expansion

In this section, we propose an alternative model of the early

expansion in which the shock wave is regarded as a variable-energy

blast wave. It will be assumed that the laser ener~ is uniformly

deposited in the target material, which then expands as an isen-

tropic gas supplying energy to a surrounding shock wave. The shock

expands as a blast wave with a steadily increasing energy.

Although the description does not provide explicit radius-vs-

time solutions or explicit density profiles at the shock front, it
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is useful for interpreting numerical calculations. The model also

explains several features of the data.

This description is somewhat of a limiting case because the

energy is asymmetrically deposited in the target. The rate at which

the target material supplies enerqy to the transverse expansion is

also determined by the rate of redistribution of the energy over the

shock interior. It can be expected that the transverse expansion is

slower than that which would occur for a symmetric energy distribu-

tion.

As mentioned in the introduction, variable-energy blast waves

expand such that Rs = ta when energy is supplied to the shock front

at the rate Es = Wt6. The relationship between the constants u and B

is a= (B+ 2)/5. In the following argument, we will assume B and

therefore a are only approximately constant with a slight time de-

pendence, but the relation between a and B still holds.

The rate at which energy is supplied to the transverse shock

front is apparently independent of the total energy deposited by the

laser because a - 1 within experimental error regardless of the

value of Es determined during the later expansion when a = 2/5. The

situation miqht be viewed as follows. The target mass acts as a

reservoir for the laser energy; however, the rate at which the

energy is supplied to the transverse shock front is unaffected by

how full the reservoir is. For example, a larger deposit of energy

might result in larger and/or hotter longitudinal bulges but the

transfer of energy from the bulges to the transverse expansion is

nearly constant regardless of the condition of the bulges.
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The value of 6 may actually have some energy dependence (and

time dependence as well). However, $ is determined by measuring a

and from the relation a = (2 + 6)/5. From the a-B relation, A13~

5Aa, so a value Of a _= 0.95 + 0.06 translates to a value of B = 2.75

+ 0.3 and the value of B could vary with ener~ as much as 20 to 25%—

and still not show a measurable variation in a. The value of B may

also be time dependent for this experiment within the experimental

error.

There is some empirical evidence to support the variable-energy

blast wave model. In Fig. III-6, there is a suggestion of a second

density increase behind the shock front. The surface between the

secondary and main density front is at 0.9 of Rs. The secondary

density increase suggests an accumulation of shocked target material

behind the main shock front and is consistent with the assumption

that the target material is expanding and supplying energy to the

front. Another observation is that the luminous plasma slows and

falls behind the shock wave just before the shock begins to expand

as a Taylor-von Neumann-Sedov blast wave. This fact suggests that

the target plasma is no longer supplying energy to the shock front

and, therefore, a + 2/5.

Figures II-2 and -3 show interesting features with respect to a

variable-energy blast wave assumption. The target mass initially

must go through a period of acceleration against the lower density

surrounding air. This is particularly true for target mass directly

in the laser beam. As long as the denser mass is accelerated against

the ambient air, Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities would be expected to

form and grow. The possible remnants of such instabilities are
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indicated by the lobes on the left of the image in Fig. II-3 and by

the overall mottling of the shock surface in Fig. XI-2.

The general variable-energy blast-wave solutions have been stu-

died by Freeman (1968). The special case of the energy input pro-

portional to t3 was examined earlier by Taylor (1946) with regard to

the air wave surrounding a constantly expanding sphere. Avedisova

(1972) and Weaver et al (1977) considered the shocking of a circum-

stellar medium by a strong stellar wind where Es is supplied by the

stellar wind and is proportional to t. Director (1975) purposely

input laser energy to targets at a rate proportional to t for

comparison with the variable-energy blast solution and Dabora (1972)

considered a variable-energy interpretation of Hall’s (1969) data

that showed a very slight variation from the instantaneous point

explosion expansion rate.

The variable-energy self-similar solution to the fluid equations

is obtained as follows. The fluid equations of continuity, motion,

and energy for spherical, adiabatic, inviscid flow are

and

1 ap++U++——=O ,
P ar

iuu.eh+u awpy). (-J
at ar 9

(IV-22)

(IV-23)

(IV-24)
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where u is the flow velocity, p the pressure, ~ the density, and r

the Eulerian radial coordinate. If the motion is self-similar, these

equations reduce to separable ordinary differential equations (ODE)

with the condition that the radius of the shock is given by Rs =

Ata, where A is a dimensional constant with length, L, and time, T,

dimension [A] = LT-a. The reduction to ODES proceeds as follows

[e.g., Zel ‘dovich and Raizer (1967)]. Dimensionless functions of

the similarity variable c = r/R~ can be defined with respect to the

dependent variables p(r,t), p(r,t), and u(r,t) by p(r,t) = ~o@(c),

P = peg(c), and U(r,t) = ~~v(c)* For the conditions of this experi-

ment, P. is constant. with the condition Rs = ta, and substitution

of the newly defined dimensionless variables n, g, and v, the PDEs

convert to

g’(v -~)/g”+ v’ +2v/q = o ,

V(a - 1)/a+V’(V-~) +ll’/g=O ,

(IV-25)

(IV-26)

and

211(a - 1)/a+lI’(V -~) -ylTg’(V -~)/g ‘O , (IV-27)

where the prime indicates a derivative with respect to C.

The boundary conditions at c = 1 are given by the strong-shock

Hugoniot relations Eqs. (111-21) and (-22) and u = 2 ~s/(y + 1) and

are found to be u(1) = u(1) = 5/6 and g(1) = 6 for y = 1.4. Equa-

tions (IV-25) through (IV-27) have been numerically integrated and

results for the density are plotted in Fig. IV-3 for several values
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Fig. IV-3. Normalized self-similar variable-energy density curves
for a - 0.4 to 0.91.
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of a. It can be seen that for a > 0.4, the density abruptly de-

creases. The apparent intersection of the curves with the c axis

increases with a. However, for a = 3/5 to 1 (B = 1 to 3), the

intersection only varies from 0.85 to 0.94. A shell of swept-up air

of uniform density with a maximum p = PO(Y+ 1)/(Y - 1) andy = 1.4

would decrease to zero at G = 0.941. Figure IV-4 gives the curves

for the normalized density velocity and pressure functions for a

= 0.9. The pressure curve is finite and nearly uniform. It would

therefore be expected from T - p/p that a spike would occur in the

temperature profile where the density decreases behind the front.

The constants A and a are partially determined from the dimen-

sionality of the constants describing the problem; [po] = ML-3 and

[w] = ML2T-(2+~),where M, L, and T indicate

length, and time, respectively. a is a pure

Therefore, A = (W/Po)l/5F so that

where a = (2

can be determ

Rs

Rs = F(W/po)l/5ta ,

the dimensions of mass,

number and [A] = LT-a.

(IV-28)

+ f3)/5. F is a numerical constant that in principle

ned from the energy integral

Es = 47To~ [PU2/2+ p/(y - l)]r2dr (IV-29)

= PoR;~~4~ ; [2g(c)v2(c)/(Y + 1)2 + 211(G)/(Y- l)(y + l)]q2d~
o

(IV-30)
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.
and the relations R~ = aRs/t and Es = Wt8 to be

F= (a2/1)1/5 . (IV-31)

In practice, Eq. (IV-30) cannot easily be used to calculate F be-

cause there is a difficulty in obtaining solutions for g, II, and v

for c < 0.90 Approximate forms for g, II, and v on the interior of

the shock will be determined by considering the heated target mass

as an isentropic

however, it will

inEq. (IV-30).

gas. This will provide insight into the problem;

not provide functions suitable for integration

Instead, an approximate value of A can be deter-

mined empirically from the data for this particular experiment. In

Chapt. V, a finite-difference scheme is employed to investigate ~,

p, and u over the entire range O~C < 1.—

To approximate the interior of the shock, we will assume that

the target is uniformly heated and soon afterwards expands self-

similarly as an isentropic gas in vacuum. The presence of the

surrounding air will be ignored for the moment. The assumption of

self-similar expansion despite the initial non-self-similar density

distribution is probably very good as long as it is assumed the

target is evenly heated. The free molecular flow and numerical

fluid calculations of Molmud (1960) indicate that an initially

uniform gas allowed to expand spherically in vacuum quickly relaxes

to an isentropic self-similar expansion. Molmud’s results indicate

that the relaxation occurs within the time the radius of the gas

volume doubles. If the surrounding air is to be a negligible

perturbation to the formation of a freely expanding self-similar
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isentropic gas fran the target material, we must have 32nPoRT3/3

<< MT where RT is the target radius. For 50-torr data, 32TPoRT3/3

= 0.01 MT.

The self-similar solution for isentropic gas expansion is out-

lined by Zel ‘dovich and Raizer (1967). The flow velocity, density,

and pressure are given by

and

.

u ‘RIfi’

2

P =
()

Pc 1 - ~ l’(Y-l),
R2
I

(IV-32)

(Iv-33)

P= APY. (IV-34)

RI (~1) is.the radius (velocity) of the boundary of the isentropic

gas in vacuum. A is the isentropic constant and Pc is the central

density calculated from the volume integral of p as

‘T 1
pc=~ 1 s (IV-35)

1 o~ (1 - x2)1/(y-1)x2Cix

where x = r/R1 is the normalized radius. Substituting Eqs. (IV-32)

through (-34) into the equation of motion [Eq. (IV-23)] yields

w(y - 1)Apc = R1fil/2y . (IV-36)

Me solve the problem numerically as follows. Substituting Eqs.

(IV-32) to (-34) into the enercy integral, Eq. (IV-29), and using



Eqs. (IV-35) and (-36) to eliminate PC and A, we obtain

“2
‘TRI

‘I = 1
2 ~~ (1 - X2)1/(y-1))(2Ch

[
~: (1 - x2)1/(y-1)x4dx

..

+ ‘IRI
~ ~~1 (1 - x2)y/(y-l)x*dx 1 (IV-37)

YR I

where E1 is the energy of the isentropic gas. Assuming initial

values of RI = 0.025 cm and ~1 = O, a value of RI is calculated from
.

Eq. (IV-37) and used to obtain new values of RI and RI assuming a

time increment, At, chosen small enough so that RI changes by a

factor less than 0.001.

The last term in Eq. (IV-37), resulting from the internal

energy, goes to zero at large RI= Therefore, ~l(t + =) becomes a

constant U1 = C(Y) 42E1/MT where c(y) = 2.23 for y = 6/5, c(y) =

2.08 fory = 5/4 and c(y) = 1.64 fory = 5/3.

If we assume the laser-target energy coupling is the same in

vacuum as in l-torr air (- 45%), then for EL = *1 J, E1 = 905 J, and

Ul (Y = 5/3) = 1.2 x 107 cm/s or Ul(y = 5/4) = 1.5 x 107 cm/s.

Figure IV-5 shows the output from an ion detector 56 cm away from

and transverse to the Nd:laser for a 21-J shot. The thermal ions

begin to arrive at - 5 us corresponding to U1 = 1.1 x 107 cm/s, in

agreement with the y = 5/3 value.

The two bumps at - 10 US and - 22 us are probably due to hydro-

gen and carbon respectively, indicating that the target gas is

atomic and not molecular so y = 5/3 is correct. The separate bumps
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Fig. IV-5. Oscilloscope trace from an ion cup 56 cm from target and
transverse to Nd:glass laser beam.
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also show that the expansion is only approximately a single ideal

isentropic gas expansion.

Equation (IV-37) can be used to calculate the radial energy

density versus the normalized radius once R1(t), ~l(t) and R1(t) are

calculated. Figure IV-6 is a plot of dE1/dx vs x for t = 10-12 s

and t = 36 ns. The energy distribution changes only slightly after

t = 36 ns. For the initial values indicated in the figure, RI

(36 ns) = 0.5 cm.

The 36-ns curve of Fig. IV-6 represents the distribution of

energy available in the target material to supply a surrounding

shock front in air at some value of x < 1.

For example, suppose that as the target material spreads and

forms a self-similar isentropic gas, it also pushes the surrounding

air into a shock front with outer radius Rs(t) and velocity is(t).

The disturbance of the isentropic gas near the boundary has little

effect on the interior because signals cannot propagate from the

boundary to the center of an isentropically expanding gas. The

target material collides into the rear of the shock front supplying

the front with energy. The curves in Fig. IV-3 indicate that for

values of B ~ 1 the rear of the shock front is always at - 0.9 Rs

and therefore has a velocity of - is.
.

Suppose at t = 37 ns, Rs = 0.8 RI and, for the moment, Rs is

constant. The rear of the shock front is at - 0.7 RI. Figure IV-6

shows that the energy density at r = 0.7 RI is increasing approxi-

mately linearly towards the center of the shock. The relative

velocity of the isentropic gas and the shock front is momentarily
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Fig. IV-6. Radial enerqy distribution in an ideal gas isentropi-
cally expanding into vacuum.
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constant; therefore,

or B = 1. However,

rate. This in turn

the energy is being supplied linearly with time

if 8 ‘l,a = 3/5, and the shock must decele-

increases B, and it can be expected that as long

as the energy supply rate to the shock does not change abruptly, B

and a will approximately obey the relation a = (B + 2)/5 and reach

an equilibrium condition.

The situation is somewhat more complicated because the flow

velocity u

Fig. Iv-6.

gas to the

instead of

given by Eq. (IV-32) was used to calculate the curves in

Actually the kinetic energy supplied from the isentropic
.

shock front is determined by using u-Rs for the velocity

just u. There is also the further modification of the

supply rate to the transverse shock due to nonuniformities in energy

distribution resulting in asymmetries in the shock geometry.

Once a is taken as - 1, the value of A in Rs = At is empirically

determined by the measured constant velocity of the early expansion,

Vo.

Both the normalized velocity and pressure of the variable-energy

blast wave increase behind the front instead of decreasing as in the

case of the instantaneous a = 0.4 solution. This reflects the

piston-like nature of the problem. Material behir

traveling faster

in pressure that

and decelerates

drives the front

into the front caus

onward.

d the front is

ng the increase

In Chapter IV we

and formation of the

tions indicated that
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Summary

have examined the early expansion of the target

Taylor-von Neumann-Sedov shock wave. Calcula-

electron heat transport and differences between



the target EOS and the air EOS were not an important influence on

the expansion rate. The effects of the source mass were then con-

sidered.

Two analytical approximations that included source mass were

compared with the data. The approximations were spherical, and

therefore it was difficult to directly compare the predicted ex-

pansion with the measured transverse expansion of the aspherically

expanding targets. Both approximations exhibited features that were

found in the data.

A model was presented that describes the expanding target as an

isentropically expanding gas supplying energy to a surrounding shock

wave. The model will be used to interpret numerical calculations in

the following chapter.
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CHAPTER V

NUMERICAL MODELING

In order to obtain better theoretical estimates of quantities

such as the peak density and central electron density for comparison

with the data, a detailed hydrodynamics/radiation transport code was

employed to numerically model the experiment. The code results also

provided a comparison with the approximate analytical models in

Chapter IV.

Description of the Code

Development of a numerical method was not the aim of this

thesis, and many fluids codes exist which only require modification

for application to this problem. The code RADFLO developed by John

Zinn (1973) was selected. It has successfully rmdeled the similar

problem of a shock wave generated by a nuclear explosion in air.

The code includes hydrodynamics and a spherical two-stream multi-

group radiation transport scheme. RADFLO is a one-dimensional code

and therefore lacks the ability to strictly model the laser-energy

deposition and early target expansion. Laser effects codes such as

LASNEX are suited to the early phase [e.g., Edwards et al. (1973)],

but may not do as well as RADFLO during the period of interest when

the detailed properties of air are important. The laser effects

codes are also substantially more complicated, and separation of

physical and numerical phenomena becomes more difficult.
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RADFLO contains empirical equation-of-state data represented in

Fig. III-2 and also an empirically based air opacity table for

radiation transport.

Hydrodynamics

The code uses a standard explicit Lagrangian finite-difference

scheme for hydrodynamics calculations. A form of von Neumann-

Richtmyer (1950) artificial viscous pressure is used to prevent

collapse of the mesh cells at the shock front.

The cell pressure is

cell’s specific internal

minimum of the time step

interpolated from the EOS tables using the

ener~ and density. The time step is the

determined from the Courant condition and

the time step determined from the maximum permissible fractional

energy change per cell due to transport. At each step, the cell-

boundary acceleration, change in cell size, specific internal

energy, cell-boundary velocity and position are computed. Finally,

a new cell volume and density are calculated. The procedure is then

repeated.

Radiation Transport

The radiation transport calculation is carried out over a

maximum of 43 frequency groups covering the region frcm 0.1 eV to

40.4 keV. The higher frequency groups are dropped from the calcu-

lation as they become unimportant. Four groups cover the visible

from 312.2 to 678.6 nm.

The transport algorithm has been described in detail by Zinn.

The first step in a calculation for each frequency group traces a
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ray radially inward from the mesh boundary to an optical depth of 1.

The radius at this point defines a “principal radiating source”. It

is assumed that a ray originating from the direction of the source

has one value of intensity, Ia, while a ray originating from outside

the source has a lesser value, Ib. The inward flux F- and the out-

ward flux F+ at any boundary are related to the intensities by

F; = + 2Tr~ IV(6) sinecosede ,— (v-1)

where the integration limits are O to n/2 (T/2 to m) for F+ (F-).

The intensity variation through a cell fran point P1 to point P2, a

distance AS apart, is calculated from

IV(P2) = IV(Pl)e‘P’AS + Bv(l - e-v’As) , (v-2)

where P’ is the absorption coefficient at frequency v, corrected for

stimulated emission, and BV is the Planck function. It is then

possible to derive six equations relating the four flux quantities
+ +

of a cell, F; and F; (the outward and inward fluxes at the inner

surface, 1, and outer surface, 2, of a cell) to the four intensities

1al,2 and 1bl,2” The intensities are eliminated and the set of

equations is closed by the continuity conditions across the boun-

daries (i.e., for cell i and i + 1, F; ~ = F~+l ~, etc). The dif-
9 s

fusion approximation (Fv = - 4/3mVBV/IJ’) is used for the special

case of two adjacent optically thick (v’AR~2) cells.

Once the fluxes are known,

due to radiation transport in a
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the change in the ith cell’s energy

time step of length At is calculated



from

(AEr)i =-At(V . F)i

= At{-4~ x [R~(F~,V - F~,V) - R~(F~,V - F~,V)l}i (v-3)
v

where R2 (Rl) is the outer (inner) cell boundary.

Electron Heat Transport

Electron heat transport was added to the code in order to verify

numerically the calculation in Chapter IV which shows that electron

heat transport is negligible.

The use of Eq. (V-3) for the calculation of (AEr)i due to radia-

tion makes the inclusion of electron heat transport possible by a

simple addition. That “is, the total energy change in a cell (AE)i

is (AEr)i + (AEe)i, where

(AEe) i = -At(v ● Fe)i = -4m(Fe2R~ - FelR~)i . (v-4)

The quantity Fe2 (Fel) is the total flux due to electron transport

passing through the outer (inner) cell boundary and is defined to be

positive if outward and negative if inward with respect to the mesh

center. The value of Fe is taken to be

(v-5)
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where FL is given by Eq. (IV-5) and Fs by Eq. (IV-3). The tempera-

ture dependence of the finite-difference equivalent of F~ between

cell i and cell i+l is

T7/2 - T~/2

Fs = T~’2 VTe = ; V(T~’2) = $ ‘+l*R (V-6)

where AR is the distance between the center points of the cells.

The constant from Eq. (IV-3) is taken to be the average of the

constant calculated for cell i and cell i+l. Te in Eq. (IV-5) is

taken to be (Ti+l + Ti)/2, and ne is similarly averaged.

The value of ne for cells with Te ~11000 K is calculated

assuming total dissociation and using p = (ne + np)kBT, where np is

the heavy particle density. Below 11000 K, the values of ne for

each cell are determined from approximate analytic fits to ioni-

zation curves for air.

Modeling Results

Uniform s

In the first set of modeling experiments, the shock wave energy,

Es, was distributed in the target so that the initial specific

internal energy, E (energy per Unit ~ss), was constant.

The central cell had a radius of

(1 torr) density of 0.787 x 10-4 g/cm3

4-~m target shell was divided into 43

2.50012 x 10-2 cm, 2.50025 x 10-2 cm,
.

2.5 x 10-2 cm and 50 torr

(1.57 x 10-6 g/cm3). The

cells with outer radii of

2.5005 x 10-2 cm, 2.501

x 10-Lcm, 2.502 x 10-L cm, 2.503 x 10-Z cm . . . 2.54 x 10-L cm and

a density of 1.18 g/cm3. The 75 ambient air cells were then spaced
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at 0.03-cm intervals resulting in a 119-cell mesh with an outer

boundary of 2.29 cm.

To start the problem, an ambient specific internal energy of

2.15 x 109 ergs/g, from the EOS tables for T - 300 K, was supplied

to all the cells. A specific internal energy value of E = Es/MT was

then added to each of the cells in the shell as well as the central

cell, where Es is the energy deposited by the laser and ~ is the

target mass.

The numerical results for central electron density and peak gas

density at times later than 1-US for shocks in 50-torr air were in-

sensitive to the spatial distribution of the initial energy. Figs.

V-la,b are plots of these values for the case of uniformc (Es = 2.5

J), together with a corresponding set of interferometry data from

Figs. III-5a and b. The irregularities in the peak gas density

curve are due to numerical noise resulting from the mesh coarse-

ness. The numerically calculated central electron density curve in

Fig. 111-5b also has a finite width due to noise. The computed

electron spatial distribution in the center of the shock shows

numerical oscillations about an essentially constant value. The

width of the curve represents the maximum excursion.

Plots of the same quantities for the energy distribution des-

cribed in the next section were similar. A 50-torr calculation was

also done with identical energy distribution but with a three-times-

finer mesh. Again the results were nearly identical for t ~ 1 us.

The interferometry data points for the peak density fall slightly

below the numerical calculation for t~ 2.5 us. This may be due to

error resulting from the Abel inversion. Agreement between data and
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Fig. V-1. Comparisons of numerically calculated and measured peak
gas densities (a), and central electron number densities
(b).
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model results is quite good for the remainder of the peak density

curve and over the entire electron density plot.

Figure V-2 is an R~ vs t plot for simulations with energy inputs

of 2.5 and 12.1 J and respective pressures of 50 and 1 torr. The ex-

perimental data of Fig. IV-2 are plotted for comparison. The curves

labeled “Unif. C“ are the results of the uniform initial E distri-

bution described here. The curves labeled “Cent. S“ are described

in the following section.

The computer simulations of the l-torr shocks begin to show the

a= 2/5 (where Rs = ta) expansion at - 500 ns and the 50-torr shocks

at - 300 ns. At earlier times, the value of a is larger. It is

about 0.7 for the l-torr data at about 10 ns. The transition to

a = 2/5 is gradual, but the radius at which it occurs seems to

agree with the data. In the l-torr and 50-torr simulations, the

radius at which the shock breaks away from the emission profile is

in good agreement with the data, as is the computed shock radius for

t > 400 ns.

According to the discussion at the end of Chapt. IV, the density

profile should show a minimum value at c = r/Rs ~ 0.9 whenever

0.4~cz~l. Figures V-3 through V-6 are plots of computed radial

profiles of density, pressure, velocity, and temperature, respec-

tively, for a variety of times during the early expansion when a

> 0.4 for a shock in l-torr air. The density does show a minimum

at c -0.9. The arrows mark the contact surface between the target

mass and shocked air mass.

The central density decreases approximately as l/t3, as predic-

ted by the isentropic gas calculation at the end of Chapter IV. The
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Fig. V-3. Numerically calculated density profiles for the l-torr,
Es = 12.1 J, UNIF. E calculated described in Fig. V-2.
Arrows indicate interface between target material and
shocked air. Xs indicate points where pp-y was calcu-
lated in text. Dashed curve is the density profile of
an ideal gas isentropically expanding into vacuum at
t= 50 ns with E = 10 J, M= 3.4 ~g, andy= 1.2.
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value of p/PY was calculated at

in Fig. V-3. It was found that

in good agreement (5.2 to 5.5 x

mately constant, and the shock

the three points marked by the x’s

if y = 1.2 was used, the values were

1012). Therefore, p/PY is approxi-

interior appears highly isentropic.

The value of y - 1.2 is

and the model values of

at the end of Chapt. IV

consistent with the EOS data

p, p, and T. The isentropic

were solved with y = 1.2, MT

E = 1. x 108, and initial values of Ri = 0.025 and

of Fig. III-2

gas equations

= 3.4 x 10-6,
●

‘I = o. The

dashed curve in Fig. V-3 is a plot of the density at t = 50 ns when

RI = 0.73 cm. The dashed curve in Fig. V-5 gives the velocity dis-

tribution from the isentropic gas calculation at 50 ns. The isen-

tropic gas velocity and density values agree well with the numerical

calculations in the interior to 0.5 RI. The 50-torr calculations

gave similar results.

Centrally Deposited Energy

RADFLO is a one-dimensional code, so it can not be used to nndel

the two-dimensional ener~ deposition and shock-wave expansion. How-

ever, the energy can be deposited with a nonuniform radial distribu-

tion to see if the expansion can be appreciably altered from that

resulting when the energy deposition is uniform.

The cell radii in centimeters were 0.025, 0.02508, 0.02516,

0.02524, 0.02532, 0.0254, 0.0554, 0.0854, . . . . The target ma-

terial extended frcm 0.025 to 0.0254 cm. The central cell had a

density of 7.87 x 10-4 g/cm3 in both the 1- and the 50-torr calcu-

lations. The next five cells had densities of 1.18 g/cm3 and the

remaining 113 cells had densities of 7.87 x 10-4 g/cm3 (1.57 x 10-6
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g/cm3) for 50-torr (1-torr) calculations. In this set of

simulations, the entire energy was deposited in the central cell.

The central energy distribution results in the heating of a small

amount of mass, which creates a large E/M in the central cell.

The curves in Fig. V-2 labeled Cent. c show the radius-vs-time

dependence for a 2.5-J, 50-torr and 12.1-J, l-torr calculation. By

centrally depositing the energy, we obtain values of a for the early

expansion which have increased over the values from the uniform E/M

calculations. The agreement with the data, although better than in

the previous sections, is still not good.

As mentioned, there is little difference between the calcula-

tions of the previous section and this section for late time when a

= 2/5. The Unif. E and the Cent. c curves go over to the a = 2/5

expansion and show a separation of the shock from the luminous

region at about the same time and radius.

Several density profiles for the l-torr, 12.1-J calculation are

plotted in Fig. V-7 for comparison with those of Fig. V-3. The

arrows again mark the outer bondary of the target material. The

calculation shows that the interior cell expands and pushes the

target ahead plowing the ambient air into a shock wave. Some of the

ener~ is radiatively transferred to the target material which also

expands slightly. The division between the target and ambient air

again remains at about 0.9 Rs. At 300 ns, a secondary density in-

crease of shocked target material is apparent behind the shocked

air.
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Discussion

The results of the “uniform c“ model calculations for the den-

sity and velocity distributions indicate that the semiqualitative

model at the end of Chapter IV is basically correct for a special

case when the laser ener~ is evenly deposited through the target

mass. In the experiment, the irradiance of the target is highly

non-uniform

relative to

model show

affected by

because a single beam

the target diameter.

that the early expans

is used with a small spot-size

The results of the “central e“

on rates can be significantly

non-uniformity in the initial energy distribution even

though the energy distribution is still spherically symmetric.

In the experiment, the energy is distributed in the laser spot

region and is therefore highly aspherical. The early-time observa-

tions of radius as a function of time are essentially measurements

of the transverse radius. The transverse radius at a given time is

‘less than the average radius of the shock. It would therefore be

expected to show a slower expansion rate than that given by the

spherical calculation.

It would be interesting to measure the early expansion of tar-

gets in a background gas with

multibeam laser. One would

“uniform C“ results.

Finally, we note that the

the targets uniformly illuminated by a

expect such measurements to match the

ion measurements showed little differ-

ence between the transverse and the longitudinal plasma expansions.

This could be due to a better distribution and transport of the

laser energy through the target in the absence of the background
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air. Another possible explanation is that the detectors were far

enough away so that the plasma expansion may have become uniform by

the time the measurements were made.

Density Profile Comparisons

The “central C“ simulation showed that nonuniform distribution

of enerqy in the target could modify the expansion of the shock wave

at early times. Because of the two-dimensional nature of the actual

experiment, there is no reason to believe that either of the two

simulations strictly models the early expansion. It is, however,

interesting to see if the density data show any features that may

distinguish between the models.

The earliest l-torr interferometry data are at 600 ns when

both model calculations indicate that the expansion

von Neumann-Sedov. However, the numerical calculations

distributions still show some differences between the

is Taylor-

of electron

“central e“

and “uniform C“ distributions. The numerically calculated electron

distributions and the gas density distributions can be used to cal-

culate the index of refraction in a manner similar to that used to

generate the calculated curve of Fig. 111-11. The data of Fig.

111-11 are plotted in Fig. V-8, along with ~ - 1 curves calculated

from the numerically calculated density profiles assuming Es =

12.1 J. The Es for the data is 8 to 9 J, not 12.1 J. However,

numerically calculated density profiles with Es = 5 J differed only

slightly from those with Es = 12.1 J. There are no convincing

similarities between either of the calculated curves and the data.
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The “central C“ curve in Fig. V-8 shows a finite ~ - 1 for small

r/R~ as do the data, and the value of q - 1 at the shock front ap-

pears to be in agreement with the data. The “uniform C“ curve has a

more negative value of n - 1 at the shock front that falls outside

the data error bars. The central value of n - 1 for the “uniform S“

curve falls below measurable limits; however, the error bars in the

data are large enough to cover this.

It has been noted in Chapt. III that the early 50-torr data show

peaked electron densities and possibly secondary gas density spikes

for profiles measured transverse to the beam. The earliest 50-torr

data were at 425 ns when the Rs-vs-t is approaching TVS behavior.

Figures V-9a and b are plots of the electron number density and gas

density profiles from Fig. III-7, along with the numerical calcula-

tions for uniform and central energy deposition. The peak densities

do not agree in either case. This may again be due to the loss of

spatial resolution in the data at early times, exacerbated by the

Abel inversion.

The secondary gas density increase is apparent on the Cent. E

curve or Fig. V-9a, and there is a suggestion of an increase in the

data, but it is not convincing. The major difference between the

two numerical calculations of electron density is the finite value

of ne at small normalized radii for the Cent. E calculation. The

Unif. c calculation decreases near the center of the shock. Once

again, the data agree with the Cent. E calculation, but the

agreement is far from convincing.
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Summary

Chapter V describes the use of a nuclear effects hydrodynamic/

radiation transport code for modeling the data. The code was

modified to include electron heat transport; however, this was found

to have little significance, as predicted in Chapt. IV.

The code reproduces the Taylor-von Neumann-Sedov (TVS) phase of

the data very well, including radius vs time, electron number den-

sity at the shock center, and peak gas density. The results for the

TVS phase were independent of how the enerqy was deposited in the

target.

When the code was started with the energy uniformly deposited in

the target material, the early density and velocity profiles agreed

with the isentropic gas description given at the end of Chapt. IV.

The code was also started with the energy deposited in the central

cell to test whether the early expansion rate could be influenced by

non-uniformity in the energy deposition. The central-energy result

showed a slower, mre nearly constant initial velocity, in better

agreement with the data than the result for the uniform-energy cal-

culation. Data were compared with predicted density profiles for

both the central- and uniform-energy calculations. However, at the

time of the earliest data, the differences between the two calcula-

tions were not significant enough for either calculation to fall

outside the error bars of the data.

Both calculations gave radius and time values for the transition

to TVS expansion that agreed with the data. Both calculations also

predicted correctly the time and radius at which the shock broke

free from the luminous region.
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It was concluded that comparisons of data and calculations are

difficult because of the asymmetric laser illumination of the

targets in this experiment.
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CHAPTER VI

TWO-DIMENSIONAL SHOCK WAVES

In the previous chapter it was found that, for 50-torr shocks,

the period during which Rs ~ t2/5 (self-similar flow) could be

accurately modeled on the computer. The numerical calculations

agreed with the data, not only for Rs vs t, but for peak gas density

and central electron density as well. The region of agreement

covered t ~ 0.5 US and R~ ~ 0.6 cm, and extended to late times when

the shock was becoming sonic.

Two-dimensional 50-torr shocks are considered in this chapter.

The spherical shocks areoallowed to collide either with a reflecting

plane or with a nearly identical shock to produce shock structures

that are cylindrically symmetric. In the surface reflection experi-

ment, the targets are 0.9 cm from a plane, while in the two-target

experiments the targets are 1.8 cm apart. Thus, in both kinds of

experiment, the two-dimensional period of expansion occurs when the

individual shock wave properties are predictable. If the reflecting

plane is an ideal surface, then a shock of say Es = 2.5 J and cen-

tered 0.9 cm from the plane is equivalent to two identical, simulta-

neous shocks of Es = 2.5 J each, with their shock centers separated

by 1.8 cm. The reflecting plane and the symmetry plane perpendi-

cular to the line joining the shock centers are then equivalent.
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The interferograms in Fig. VI-1 are examples of the two types of

experiments. Figure VI-la shows a shock at 10 us in 50-torr air

generated by irradiating a target with a 16.8 J beam from the right,

45° out of the plane of the page. The shock has collided with a

clear acrylic plastic block suspended 0.9 cm above the target. The

clear block was used in order to obtain a qualitative idea of the

shock coupling to the plane. A density wave can be seen propagating

through the block away from the surface. Figure VI-lb shows two

colliding shock waves at 20 us. The right shock was generated by a

26.O-J pulse from the right 45° out of the plane of the page and the

left was generated by a 22.4-J pulse from the left 45° into the

plane of the page. The targets are 1.8 cm apart.

At 10 us and 20 us, the shocks are very nearly spherical.

However, the shock center does not coincide with the target because

of the combined effects of air breakdown and asyrmnetric laser

irradiation (see Chapt. II). The shock center is located away from

the target toward the Nd:glass laser. The separation of the shock

center and target in the plane of the interferogram is typically

0.15 cm at 20 ps. Therefore, even though the targets in Fig. VI-lb

are 1.8 cm apart, the shock centers are farther apart and the line

separating the shock centers is at a slight angle to the plane of

the interferogram. The reflecting shock center is still 0.9 cm from

the reflector because the shift is parallel to the surface.

Early comparisons [Wilke and Stone (1979)] were made between the

individual radii of two near-identical interacting shock waves at a

given time and the radius of a single spherical shock of the same
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(a) A 50-torr, EL = 16.8 J shock at 10 us reflectina
from an acrylic plastic block 0.9 cm above target:
Beam was from the right and out of the page.

(b) Two 50-torr interacting shocks at 20 vs. The
targets were 1.8 cm apart. E was 26.0 J for the

\right shock and 22.4 J for the eft shock.

Fig. VI-1. Examples of the two types of two-dimensional shock
experiments:
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energy. These comparisons initially showed a difference, but many

repetitions of the experiment since indicate the radii are equal

within experimental error.

Terminology and Scaling

When a spher cal shock colludes with a plane, the angle CZI

between the incident shock and the plane is initially oblique, and

the shock reflects regularly. At larger shock radii, the angle

becomes larger, and the interaction between the incident and

reflected shocks forms a third shock, called the Mach stem. The

value of aI at which the Mach stem develops is the critical angle,

ac. The intercept of the three shocks is called the triple point,

and it follows a path of increasing distance from the plane. Figure

VI-2 defines the variables and shock features. The value of Rz (the

distance from “ground zero” to the shock-plane intercept) at which

the Mach stem begins to form is a function of the shock Mach number

Ms and height of shock center D. The value of MS is a function of

Rs and is determined

tions. The path of

angle 8 are then also

by the shock energy Es and the ambient condi-

the triple point and the time-history of the

determined.

Various more complicated Mach

several have been investigated in

(1978). Analytical descriptions of

structures are possible and

planar geometry by Ben-Dor

planar Mach reflections also

exist, but the spherical equivalents do not.

The question arises as to how the two-dimensional laser shock

waves compare with large-scale two-dimensional shock waves produced
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by high explosives or nuclear detonations. High-explosive and nu-

clear two-dimensional shock wave data exist for shocks reflected

from a ground plane. The ambient conditions of such shocks are

different as well as the energy and height D. In order to make such

comparisons, it is necessary to employ scaling laws that account for

the differences in a manner consistent with the equations describing

the flow. In this case, Sachs scaling is used [see Baker (1973)].

Any scaled set of dependent and independent variables that are

solutions to an equivalent scaled problem must satisfy the differen-

tial Eqs. (IV-22) to (IV-24). If (assuming constant scaling)

—

r =rr’ (VI-1)

and
—

t =tt’ ,

then the scaled (primed) solutions given by

—

p(r,t) = P p’(r’,t’) s

—

u(r,t) =U u’(r’,t’) ,

(VI-2)

(IV-3)

(IV-4)

and

—

p(r,t) =P p’(r’,t’) (IV-5)

must satisfy Eqs. (IV-22) to (IV-24), where the barred quantites are

dimensionless constants. If Eqs. (VI-1) to (VI-5) are used to
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replace r, t, p, u, and ~ in Eq. (IV-23), then an identical primed

version of Eq. (IV-23) is obta’ined, provided that

— -—

P =PU2. (VI-6)

Similarly, both Eq. (IV-22) and Eq. (IV-24) scale if

— _—

r =Ut. (VI-7)

The internal variables are matched across the shock boundary to

the ambient conditions using the Hugoniot conditions and shock front

values of the variables R~, ps, ps, and us. We have previously

assumed the strong-shock Hugoniot relations at the boundary. How-

ever, the experimental results and numerical calculations show that

the period of self-similar expansion extends to times when the shock

front density is much lower than PO(Y + 1)/(Y - 1). Therefore, we

will use the exact Rankine-Hugoniot relations for an ideal gas

and

.

Rs(Ps - PO) ‘psus s

Ps - P. = Psus~s ~

(VI-8)

(VI-9)

(: )-;’ (Ps - Po) = +’ U:(PS + Po) “ (VI-1O)
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The results of this section, however, are identical even if the

strong-shock relations are used. Substituting Eqs. (VI-3) and

(VI-4) and using

(VI-11)

as well as Eqs. (VI-6) and (VI-7) in Eqs. (VI-8) to (VI-9), we get

equivalent and therefore scaled forms of Eqs. (VI-8) to (VI-1O) in

the primed variables, provided the ambient conditions PO and P. are

scaled as

P. = P P; (VI-12)

and
—

f’o=PP;” (VI-13)

The scaling of the shock wave energy (Es) is determined from

the normalization integral given in Eq. (IV-29). Eq. (IV-29)

asssumes p. << p(r,t), as do the strong shock Hugoniot relations.

The exact form of Eq. (IV-29) is

Es = 411/= [pu2/2 + (p - Po)/(Y - l)]r2dr . (VI-14)
o

Substituting for P, u, p, Po, and r and using Eq. (VI-6) yields

Es = ‘3 –4m r p ~W[p’u’2/2 + (p’ - P;)/(Y - l)]r’2dr’ . (VI-15)
o

Therefore, the Es scaling law is

Es =
‘3 –rpE~.
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For the specific problem considered here, it is assumed that the

ambient temperatures To and T’. are the same. Therefore, because

Po= P, po/po’ = P/P’ so that

——

PP”=

This, together with Eq. (VI-6) requires that

—

u = 1.

(VI-17)

(vI-18)

Then by Eq. (VI-7),

;=f. (VI-19)

Substituting from Eqs. (VI-1) and (VI-12) for; and~in Eq.

(VI-16) yields the scaling law

()E’ p
r’ s 01/3—=— —
r Es p;

and by Eq. (VI-19),

t’ ()E; p. 1/3
—=— —
t Es p; “

(VI-20)

(VI-21)

That is, the primed and unprimed problems are equivalent when

both the radial dimensions and the times are scaled by the ratio

(ES’Po/Espo’ )1/3. In this event, it also follows that p’(r’,t’)

= Pop(r9t)/P~S ~’(r’,t’) = ~oP(r,t)/P;, and u’(r’,t’) = u(r,t).
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A laser shock originating at a distance D from a plane with

energy Es in ambient air of pressure p. is equivalent to a large-

scale shock wave with energy E’s a distance D’ from the ground in an

ambient atmosphere of pressure p;, provided Eq.

r and r’ replaced by D and D’. Then laser-shock

at radius r and time t correspond to large-scale

(VI-20) holds with

measurements taken

measurements taken

at radius r’ and time t’ given by Eqs. (VI-20) and (VI-21). Typical

values of p. = 50 torr, p’. = 700 torr, Es = 2.5 J (EL:25 J) and D

= 0.9 cm imply that the equivalent large-scale shock must have

,rY~l/3=44”4‘\Ls)

where D’ is in meters and Es

4.19 x 1012 J). This value.

(VI-22)

in kiloton TNT equivalent (1 kiloton =

s much smaller than is possible in high-

explosive experiments [Dewey McMillin and Classen (1977)], and

corresponds to nominal-yield nuclear explosions tens of meters above

the ground.

The Teapot/Met event of 1955, with a yield of 22 kt, was ini-

tiated on a 122-meter tower [Glasstone (1962)]. Therefore, the

value of D’/(E’s)1/3 = 43.5 m/(kt)l/3 closely matches the laser

experiments.

A picture (Fig. VI-3a) of the Teapot/Met nuclear test at 170 ms

shows the Mach stem traveling along the ground surface ahead of the

incident spherical shock. The spherical shock radius at this time

was 285 m, or 2.34 times the tower height. According to Eq. (VI-20),

the equivalent burst height for a 2.5-J laser shock at 50 torr is

0.92 cm. The scaled time for the laser shock, equivalent to the
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(a) Teapot/Met event (22 kt, 122m above the ground) at
t = 170ms. Arrow indicates Mach stem and precur-
sor ahead of the shock front.

(b) 50-torr, EL = 20.1 J laser shock wave at t = 15 us.

Fig. VI-3. Comparison of a large-scale, low-altitude nuclear shock
with a reflected laser shock:
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170-ms Teapot/Met time, is 12.3 IJS. It was shown in Chapt. V that

numerical computations for a 2.5-J spherical shock at 50 torr cor-

responded to a spherical shock data set with a laser energy EL of

25 J. A corresponding set of reflected shock experiments was run at

50 torr with El G 25 J (and therefore Es ~ 2.5 J) with a burst

point-to-plane separating distance of 0.9 cm. Thse experiments are

therefore closely comparable with the Teapot/Met test. The measured

Teapot/Met spherical shock radius of 285 m at 170 ms scales to a

shock

laser

indiv-

the St

radius of 2.15 cm for the equivalent 50-torr, Es = 2.5 J,

experiment at 12.3 ps. If we interpolate from the compiled

dual shock wave data of Chapt. II for EL = 25 J at 12.3 US,

ock radius is 2.15 cm, in excellent agreement.

Figure VI-3b is an interferogram of a reflecting shock with EL

= 20.1 J (and therefore Es :2 J) taken at 15 us. Figure VI-4 is a

schematic comparing the left side of Fig. VI-3b with the Teapot/Met

shock. The comparison was done by superimposing the reflecting

plane and shock centers [note the target is to the left of the

laser-shock center] and tracing the shock wave boundaries. The

agreement is qualitatively good, however, the nuclear shock triple-

point is higher and e is less than the corresponding values of the

laser shock.

The ground plane in a nuclear explosion is far from a perfect

reflector. Visible and infrared radiation from first the isothermal

sphere and later the fireball pass through the surrounding air and

strikes the ground, heating it to high temperatures. Dust frmn the

hot ground is thrown into the air by steam from the ground moisture

and also by convection. An underground density wave generated from
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coupling of the early air-shock to the ground plane eventually out-

runs the air-shock and also throws heated dust into the air ahead

of the shock wave. The small dust particles transfer heat by con-

duction to the surface layer of air. The base of the Mach stem

propagates at a higher velocity through this heated air. This leads

to the precursor and dirt cloud shown in Fig. VI-3. It may be that

the upper portion of the Mach stem is actually riding on the precur-

sor. This would result in a higher triple-point and smaller e.

Two-Dimensional Numerical Modeling

A two-dimensional hydrodynamics code [Sandford et al (1975)] was

adapted to model the laser reflected shock experiments. The two-

dimensional computation starts from the one-dimensional output of

RADFLO at the time when the spherical shock just begins to collide

with an ideal reflecting plane. An “ideal” reflecting plane is one

that does not move or conduct heat and the air at the interface can

only move along the plane without friction.

The current version of the code uses YAQUI [Hirt et al (1974)],

an implicit two-dimensional arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian hydrody-

namics code, and an automatic rezoner [Horak et al (1978)]. The

code includes Sn radiation transport [Lathrop and Brinkley (1973)],

but radiation transport is of little significance in the laser-shock

problems at the times of interest.

The tie-dimensional problem was set up with a cylindrical mesh

of cells extending 2.1 cm in the radial direction and 3.0 cm in the

z-direction. The plane was assumed to be along the bottom of the
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mesh and the shock center was 0.9 cm above this on the left border

of the mesh. The cells were initially O.O3 x 0.03 cm.

The RADFLO run used for input to the two-dimensional code was

the “Uniform c“ run described in Chapter V for 50-torr ambient

conditions with Es = 2.5 J. The two-dimensional code picked up the

run at t - 1 PS when the shock was about 0.8 cm in radius and ran to—

about 24 PS when the shock radius was about 2.9 cm.

The results of the numerical calculation indicate that the Mach

stem begins to form at about 5.5 us. Figure VI-5 is a composite of

shadowgraphy sequences

laser beams. The Mach

shadowgraph. The shock

of double shocks with EL ~ 25 J for both

stem is just becoming visible in the 6.5-us

centers in the experiment are - 1.05 cm from—

the plane of symmetry instead of 0.9 cm as in the calculation. This

would result in a slightly later Mach formation in the experiment.

Thus, the overall agreement is excellent.

At 5.5 us, when the Mach stem begins to form, Rs = 1.47 cm for a

2.5 J shock in 50-torr air. The relation between al and Rs in Fig.

VI-2 is given by

COS a I = D/Rs . (VI-23)

Therefore, ac is 52° for Rs = 1.47 cm.

We define the ratio of ambient pressure to shock front pressure

as +; that is,

$ = po/Ps ● (VI-24)
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In the reflecting planar-shock case, cac is a unique function of $.

ac shows a strong decrease from 90° at v = 1 to 42.5° at $ = 0.5 for

Y = 1.4 [Harlow and Amsden (1971)]. For increasingly smaller values

of V, ac asymptotically approaches 40°. Therefore, no matter how

strong a planar shock is, czcwill never be less than - 40°.

It is useful to compare our value of ac versus y with the planar

case. For 50 torr, the cgs value of PO is 6.8 x 104 dynes/cm2.

We can calculate the self-similar value of ps, using Eqs. (II-7),

(III-22), and (III-24) and assuming y = 1.4 and g = 0.85. This

yields

Ps = 0.157 Es Rs-3 . (VI-25)

With Es = 2.5 J (2.5 x 107 ergs) and Rs = 1.47 cm, ps =

dynes/cm2 and v = 0.06. The one-dimensional numerical ca”

yield ps = 7 x 105 dynes/cm2, so that $ = 0.1.

1.2 x 106

culations

The planar value of ac for v - 0.1 is very close to the limiting

value of - 40°” It is interesting to note that our experimental

value of ac = 52° for the spherical case and ~ - 0.1 is greater than

the planar value of ac for

Figure VI-6 shows the

as long dashed lines, for

+ -0.1.

numerically calculated shock boundaries,

several times. The triple-point path was

fitted by eye, and the dashed portion of the path is an estimated

extrapolation. Several measured reflecting-shock interferograms

were projected on the plot, so that the shock centers and reflecting

planes were superimposed on the corresponding center and plane from
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the numerical model. The boundaries were then traced and are indi-

cated by the short dashed lines. The radii of the small circles

about the triple points are an estimate of the uncertainty of the

location of the triple point. Table VI-1 describes the numbered

curves. The long-short-dashed lines are boundaries measured from

interferograms of the double-shock experiments. The double shocks

were projected so that the plane of symmetry was superimposed on the

numerical reflecting plane and the target position was at 0.9-cM

height. The shock center was then at 1.05 cm above the plane, as

indicated in Fig. VI-6.

Table VI-1 indicates that EL varied from 16.8 to 28.3 J for the

reflected-shock data. Equation (VI-20) shows there is only a one-

third root dependence on energy. Therefore, there is at most only a

10% effect due to the variation in the EL about 25 J, the EL-value

equivalent to the Es = 2.5 J that was assumed in the numerical

calculation.

Because the shock-center-to-reflecting-pl ane distance is greater

for the double-shock experiment, the Mach effect should occur at a

larger Rz and the triple-point path should fall below the reflecting

shock triple-point path. Curve number 5 has a triple point falling

below the triple-point path of the reflecting-shock data and calcu-

lations and is therefore in qualitative agreement with predictions.

It can be concluded that the agreement between the nuclear-shock

and the scaled laser shock is qualitatively good. The agreement

between the laser shocks and the computer-simulated shocks is excel-

lent.
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No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

TABLE VI-1

TWO-DIMENSIONALSHOCK INFORMATION FOR FIG. VI-6

Time

M

10.0

10.5

15.0

15.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

30.0

Energy

-(0_

16.8

28.8

20.1

22.4

26.0

22.1

28.3

24.8

Description

Shock and reflecting plane

B-shock of double-shock experi-
ment EL(C-beam) = 30.7 J

Shock and reflecting plane

Shock and reflecting plane

B-shock of double-shock experi-
ment EL(C-beam) = 22.4 J

Shock and reflecting plane

Shock and reflecting plane

Shock and reflecting plane

----------------

Summary

In this chapter, we have described two-dimensional experiments

involving the reflection of a spherical laser shock wave from a

plane or the interaction of two spherical shock waves.

The laser shocks were compared to a reflected nuclear shock,

using scaling laws. The scaled nuclear shock geometry and the laser

shock geometry were nearly identical, with differences attributable

to the non-ideal reflecting surface of the ground.

Two-dimensional computer modeling of the laser shocks was then

conducted. The computer calculations closely matched the laser

shock geometry.
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CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has investigated laser-target generated shock waves

in low-pressure air. The experimental results can be divided

into two categories: results from approximately one-dimensional

near-spherical individual shock wave experiments, and results from

two-dimensional shock wave experiments involving the collision

of a spherical shock wave with a plane or the interaction of two

spherical shock waves.

The individual spherical shock wave experiments were performed

both because of interest in the individual shocks themselves and in

order to gain a detailed understanding of the single shock waves

before they were used for the two-dimensional experiments. The

individual shock waves were observed to go through two phases of

expansion. During the first phase, the shock waves expanded with a

near-constant radial velocity in the direction transverse to the

“laser beam. The second phase was defined to begin when the radius-

vs-time relation for the shock waves became that of a Taylor-von

Neumann-Sedov (TVS) shock wave where Rs = t2/5. The Rs-vs-t data

I:rom the beginning of the second-phase expansion were used to assign

a shock-wave energy based on the energy dependence of the TVS

relation and also on comparisons with Rs-vs-t predictions from

numerical models.
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The early-phase deviation from TVS expansion was attributed

partly to the presence of non-negligible target mass and partly to

the initial non-uniform distribution of energy in the target

material following laser irradiation. Non-linear electron heat

transport was found to have a negligible influence on the early

expansion, contrary to suggestions by others cited in the intro-

duction.

Several one-dimensional spherical analytical approximations that

include source mass were investigated, but none showed convincing

agreement with the data. The points of comparison between the data

and approximations were Rs vs t, and the gas density and electron

number density profiles obtained from Abel-inverted interferograms

of the shock wave.

The most promising model of the early expansion is that of an

isentropically expanding gas supplying energy to the surrounding

shocked air, driving the air shock as a variable-energy blast wave.

-One-dimensional numerical calculations using a nuclear-effects

hydrodynamics code tended to agree with this model. Calculations

predicted a somewhat different initial expansion rate than was ob-

served; however, the difference might be attributed to the initial

asphericity of the shcok waves resulting from the non-uniform laser

irradiation.

The measured density profiles also tended to agree with the

isentropic gas model, but the agreement was only suggestive. Due to

triggering requirements, it was impossible to obtain interferograms,

and therefore density profiles, at times early enough to conclu-

sively confirm the validity of the isentropic gas model.
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A more detailed investigation of the effects of target mass

would require multi-beam, near-symmetric laser irradiation of the

targets and shock-wave diagnostics specifically designed to observe

early-phase expansion.

During the later phase, the shocks were found to expand as

TVS blast waves, finally slowing to sonic velocities. Inter-

ferometric measurements of the density during

that the peak gas density fell quickly below

the TVS phase showed

the predicted value

of ps =

with Rs

merical

Po(Y+l)/(y - 1), even though the shocks still expanded

= t2’5 for some time afterwards. The one-dimensional nu-

calculations showed excellent agreement, through the sonic

transition, with the later-phase experimentally measured time

dependence of Rs, the peak gas density, and the central electron

density. The self-similar expansion is apparently not strongly

dependent on the strong shock assumption.

Two kinds of two-dimensional shock interaction experiments were

conducted. The first consisted of reflecting a spherical shock from

a plane 9 m away in 50-torr air. The second involved the collision

of two nearly identical, spherical shock waves whose centers were

about 18 m apart. The distances were chosen (based on the one-

dimensional results) so that two-dimensional interactions began when

the shocks had entered the second (TVS) phase.

A reflected laser shock wave was compared with a scaled nuclear

shock wave. The triple-point height and Mach stem geometry com-

pared favorably. Differences could be attributed to the non-ideal
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reflecting ground surface in the nuclear case. These results indi-

cate that the scaling laws for two-dimensional experiments can be

applied over a factor of 4 x 1013 in energy.

Two-dimensional numerical calculations were compared with the

observations. The Mach stem formation and triple-point path gave

excellent agreement with the data.
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APPENDIX A

INTERFEROMETER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND

QUALITATIVE SHADOWGRAPHY EVALUATION

Interferometer Design

When analyzing interferograms, it is generally assumed that

effects depending on the gradient of the index of refraction are

negligible. This is a good approximation when the lens system of

the receiving optics places the virtual plane of the recording

medium (film in this case) at the center of the region of variable

index of refraction as is done in this experiment. When the

receiving optics are located at large distances from the disturbed

region and are of limited aperture, it is necessary to consider

possible problems introduced by Schlieren effects. Although lenses

L1 and L2 (see Fig. I-la) focus the disturbed region on the photo-

graphic plates and minimize distortion of the interferograms, if

any optical component between the target and film vignettes the

refracted beam, an unexposed area will result and data will be

lost. The following computer analysis was performed to choose

components large enough to avoid this.

The region of variable index of refraction is assumed to be at

least cylindrically symmetric. Fig. A-la illustrates the geometry

of rays in the central symmetry plane. The incoming beam of the

interferometer is assumed to be parallel and propagates along the
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z-axis. A ray originally at position y. in the y-z plane at

z = -1.5 is propagated in constant increments of length ld~l,

initially in the z direction. The cylindrically symmetric variable

index is represented by n(r), which may or may not have a continuous

first derivative. Here, rz = Z2 +y2. Upon encountering a change

in the index from nl to n2, the ray is refracted by holding n sin e

constant. That is, by Snell’s law,

(A-1)

where dt is the projection of d~ along a line perpendicular to Vn in

the y-z plane, and d~/ld~l = sin e. After checking for complete

internal reflection, Eq. (A-1) is used to calculate dtz and a

new d<. This is repeated until the ray has propagated the desired

distance. Two computer arrays of y and z keep track of the history

of the ray’s progress.

In Fig. A-la, the region of variable index is normalized so that

its maximum radius is 1. Once the ray passes through the variable

region and strikes a plane at z = 1.5, its direction, d;, is changed

by setting d~ = d?, and d~ = -d~. It then propagates in a straight

line to z = 3.0. The z = 1.5 plane represents a perfect 0.75 focal

length lens, and the z = 3.0 plane is the equivalent of a film

plane. A record of the y-value and negative of the slope at the

z = 3.0 plane is kept for each ray representing the trajectory.

Figure A-la shows this process applied to a glass tube with ld~I

taken to be 0.001. Computations with Id~l = 0.0005 showed no

significant difference. Fifty rays were propagated with initial
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values of y running evenly from 0.0 to 0.98. The index of refrac-

tion for the glass was 1.5, and the ambient mdium was assumed to be

air at STP. The inner radius of the tube was 0.8.

An estimate of the distortion

y-value of the incoming parallel ray

same ray at the z = 3.0 plane (Yl)o

is obtained by plotting the

(yo) versus the y-value of the

This is the equivalent posi-

tion on the film plane for a magnification of 1.

in Fig. A-lb. There is little distortion for

y-values less than 0.75, despite heavy refraction

The plot is shown

rays with initial

of the beam.

Figure A-lc plots the y-value at the z = 3.0 plane

negative slope, s. This plot describes the trajectory of

it leaves the region of variable index. Each exiting

versus the

the ray as

ray can be

represented by a vector (Y1,S1), which is transformed as it Propa-

gates through the optical system into (YT,ST)O The transformation

of a ray traveling a distance D through a uniform medium is given by

matrix A. For a simple lens of focal length f, the transformation

is L, where

A=
lD

()

1 0
L = (A-2)

-l/f 1 “\o 1

The appropriate products of A

ray through the optical system.

components, it is possible to tell

and L can be used to transfer a

By knowing the aperture of the

which rays leaving the object at

a given trajectory will be vignetted by comparin9 the value of yT at

the position of each component with the aperture radius of that

component. Figure A-2 is a plot of yl vs S1 showing the effects of
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the apertures of the various components labeled in Figs. I-la and

I-2. Any ray with (Yl,Sl) in the shaded region will be vignetted.

Lens L3 and aperture Al are the most constraining components; and,

because Al is at the focal distance from L3, its effect is inde-

pendent of y~. A comparison of Figs. A-lc and A-2 shows that only a

very small central section of the glass tube would be visible.

To determine the extent that rays passing through a shock-wave

image would be vignetted, Taylor’s (1950) approximate formula for

the density was used:

[

h-1
P = y+l+ 3 2y+5tny+1y-r ). (A-3)

f’oexp tn~ ~~nr- ~

Here O ~r ~1 is the fraction of the shock radius, while h =

(7y - 1)/(y2 - 1). A worst-case estimate can be made, using an

ambient density P. = 1.29 x 10-3 g/cm3 and y = 1.2. The index is

related to the density by rI= 0.2247P + 1. Fifty rays were traced

with uniformly distributed initial

was set to 0.001.

refraction, as might

The results are

The region of

be expected.

shown in Figs.

y-values of 0.95 to 1. and Id?]

0.95 to 1. produces the greatest

A-3a and b. The distortion curve

is very straight, with unity slope, indicating that the shock wave

image will show little distortion. Fig. A-2 shows that for shocks

with radii less than - 4 cm, rays leaving the shocked region with

slopes of absolute value ~ 0.017 will be vignetted. Fig. A-3b shows

that the outer 0.6% of the shock wave deflects the rays so that the

slope is less than - 0.017, and therefore rays passing through this

region are vignetted.
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For R~ = 1 cm, the rays passing through the outer 60 urnof the

shock would not reach the film plane, and information would be

lost. The effect is much less at 50 torr (7.87 x 10-5 g/cm3) and

lower ambient pressures. The resolutions of the 694.3 nm interfero-

grams are 50 to 100 Pm. Therefore, the apertures of the optics are

sufficiently large to cause no degradation of the interferograms.

Shadowgraphy

The numerical method just described can be extended to generate

shadowgraphs for comparison with the data. The rays are again pro-

pagated through the shock-density profile given by Eq. (A-3). The

trajectories of the rays exiting from the plasma are obtained in the

same manner that they were in the previous section. Each ray is

transported through the shadowgraphy optical system. The y-position

of the ray is checked as it passes through each component and propa-

gation is discontinued if the ray is vignetted. The film is repre-

sented by an array of 100 “bins” evenly spaced from r = O to the

edge of the field of view. The field-of-view radius was taken as

1.5 cm. The final position of each ray is multiplied by a constant

so an opaque disc 1 cm in radius at the shock center would yield a

shadow on the image 1 cm in radius. A one is added to the bin cor-

responding to the position where the ray strikes the film.

As y + 1, the shock becomes increasingly more like a thin shell

(see Appendix C). Comparison with the glass-tube example shows that

a shell would act as a negative lens. As y increases, the shock
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behaves less as

focusing effect.

Figure A-4a

a negative lens, and eventually has a net positive

shows two computer-generated shadowgraph-exposure

profiles for shocks in 50-torr air. Equation (A-3) was used to

calculate the shock densities with Y = 1.2 and 1.4. Five thousand

rays with equally spaced initial radii from 0.0 to 1.5 cm were

traced to produce a background “exposure” of 50 per bin. The shock

profile with y = 1.2 has a negative focusing effect that results in

a heavier-than-background exposure at the edge. Negative focusing

makes the scaled image appear larger than the shock. For Y = 1.4,

the shock has a net positive focusing effect, and the image has

the correct dimensions. The edge in this case has a weaker-than-

background exposure.

We now compare computer-generated and experimental shadow-

graphs. The third frame of the

scanned along a diameter with a

converted to relative exposures

shadowgraphy set in Fig. II-1 was

densitometer. The densities were

using step-wedge data. The expo-

sures were normalized by setting the background exposure equal to

those of the computer-generated shadowgraph. The outer radius was

normalized to 1 for comparison with

the data is given in Fig. A-4b.

8.5 PS- This is in the regime of

10 ps). Interferometry data (Chapt.

computed profiles. A plot of

The time of the exposure is

self-similar expansion (1 to

III) and computer calculations

(Chapt. V), however, show that the peak density has already fallen

below the value given by the strong-shock Hugoniot relation Ps

= PO[(Y + 1)/(Y - 1)1 = GPO with Y = 1=4. The numerical calculation

yields Ps/po =3. The data tend to confirm a weaker shock profile,
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evidenced by a broader region of low exposure at the shock edge than

that given by the computer-generated shadowgraph for y = 1.4.

Equation (A-3) is not valid for weak shocks. However, it can be

used to generate an approximate profile by assuming an artificially

large value of y to produce the correct p5/po. If Y = 2 is used,

then pS/po = 3. A computer-generated shadowgraph with Y = 2 is

plotted in Fig. A-4b. The qualitative comparison is good, including

the double exposure-maxima.

Two points are clear from this qualitative analysis of the sha-

dowgraphs. The shadowgraphs can be used for radius measurements if

the outer edge of the shock image shows a below-background expo-

sure. The shadowgraphs provide a qualitative estimate of the shock

strength, but cannot be easily used to obtain quantitative density

profiles.
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APPENDIX B

ABEL INVERSION FOR INTERFEROGRAMS

Digitizing the fringe pattern results in a set of array pairs.

One member of the pair consists of N non-evenly spaced rz values in

strictly increasing order; the other contains the N corresponding

fringe-shift values measured at each rz. The radius rz is the

distance of the point of measurement from the center of the circular

image of the spherical shocks. The object is to obtain a represen-

tation of g(r) from the data and Eqs. (111-13) and (-12). Several

direct and indirect methods exist for doing this [see references in

Minerbo and Levy (1969)]. I used a direct method, first fitting the

data with a smoothing spline algorithm [Reinsch (1967)] and then

integrating Eq. (111-13). The nwthod is straightforward and the

fitting routine can just as well be applied to a calculated g(r).

Equation (111-11) can be integrated to yield a fringe-shift profile

for comparison with the digitized data. The method has the dis-

advantage that estimating the error in the result is difficult, and

determination of the amount of smoothing that yields the best result

is a qualitative process.

Spline fitting has previously been used to invert Abel’s equa-

tion [Fan and Squire (1975)]. The splines were used to interpolate

between discrete points and no smoothing was provided. The results

were very good for exact points, but the technique is unsuitable for

real data due to the noise amplification produced by Eq. (111-13).

Gorenflo and Kovetz (1966) showed that the noise amplification for

one approximate inversion method with no smoothing is proportional
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to the number of data points. Fan and Squire also trapezoidally

integrated the spline fit to Eq. (111-13), instead of taking

advantage of the functional form of

done here. ‘

The N fringe-shift measurements

rz13 rzz, . ● “ rzN are represented

the cubic spline equation, as is

made along a fringe at positions

by fi = f(rzi). Application of

Reinsch’s smoothing algorithm results in a set of cubic splines

u(rz) = Ui = ai + bipi + Cip~ + dip; , (B-1)

where pi = rz - rzi when rzi ~rz < rzi+l. Cubic splines have the

property that U, u’, and U“ are continuous at the rzi, and

U“’(rz)i = O. A further boundary specification is supplied by

fill = fllll = f’lN+
= f’”N+ = 0“ Reinsch’s splines meet the

constraints of minimizing the quantity

‘zN
! u“(rz)drz ,
r
21

while at the same time satisfying

S ~0 determines the

if S = O. The 6fi ~

iMu(rzKfi)2~s●

(B-2)

(B-3)

degree of smoothing, and there is no smoothing

O are arbitrary weights for the fi. If 6fi is

an estimate of the standard deviation of fi$ natural values of S are

within the confidence interval corresponding to the left-hand side

of Eq. (B-3), that is
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1/2in S<N+(2N) “N - (2N) ~ – (B-4)

For the problem at hand--i.e. , inversion of the Abel equation--

replacing f’(rz) in Eq. (111-13) with the derivative of u(rz) yields

‘zi+l U’i
g(rj) = -~ ‘il J

~
drz , (B-5)

i=j rzi

where rj E rzj and rzN = Rs (the shock radius). Integrating the

explicit representation of u’i frcxnEq. (B-1) gives

N-1
g(rj) = - ~ 1 {[hi - 2cirzi + 3dir~i][2n(rz + J;: - rf)l

i=j

2 r =r
‘z –2—2

1}1

z zi+l

‘2_2n(rz+4rz - ‘j) r =r “
z zi

For rl c O, g(0) can be extrapolated using the even function

2
g(r) =a+~r + yr4 ,

where a, B, and Y are determined from g(rl), g(r2), and 9(r3).
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It is sometimes useful to generate a fringe profile that would

result from an analytically calculated density distribution for com-

parison with measured fringe profiles. In this case, g(r) is known

and can be fit using the Reinsch algorithm. Then, by Eqs. (III-II)

and (B-l), f(rzj) is given by

N-1
2

f(rzj) = 2 ~ {(Ai +Cir~j )“Pj + (Bi +%)
i=j

2
Dir3 ‘=ri+l

“[$ Pj+>ln(r +Pj)]+~P~+~ ‘j}1
, (B-8)

r=r.
1

with

Ai = ai - biri + cir~ - dir:

Bi = bi - 2ciri + 3dir~

Ci = ci - 3diri

Di = di

Comparison with Existing Methods

The first test of the spline

published method [Minerbo and

favorably with other methods.

The test curves and their

Minerbo and Levy were

(B-9)

technique was a comparison with a

Levy (1969)] that has compared

analytic inverses considered by
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Curve A

f(rz) = --$ (~- r~)l’2(1 + 8r~) +: (1 - r~)l’2(1 + 2r~)

1 + (1 - r-~)1/2
-4r~ log ~ 1 2 1/2

,0~rz~l/2 (B-1O)

~+(~-rz)

1

[

1 - 2r2, O$r$ l/2

g(r) = ● (B-n)

2(1 - r)2, l/2$r$l

Curve B (B = 1.1)

—

f(rz) = $ (1 - r~)-1’2 exp[f32(l - ~~)1 (B-12)
-r

z

g(r) = (1 - r2)-3’2 exp[f32(l - -~)1
-r

(B-13)
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Minerbo and Levy f

methods as applied

lated at 21 values

rst considered the “absolute accuracy” of several

to these curves. They used values of f(rz) calcu-

of rz; namely, rz = 0.00, 0.05, 0.10, . . . , 1.0

using Eqs. (B-1O) and (B-12) without a noise component. Then they

applied various methods, in addition to their own, to calculate g(r)

from f(rz) and compared the results with the g(r) calculated from

Eqs. (B-n) and (B-13).

To test the spline-fit inversion technique, I followed the same

procedure. The smoothing parameter S was set to zero (S = O gave

the best results). The standard deviation (ug) between the inverted

and calculated g for the spline technique and the standard devia-

tions for the methods tested by Minerbo and Levy are given in Table

B-I. The spline fit for curve A was comparable in overall accuracy

to the Minerbo-Levy method and superior in the case of curve B. The

spline method gave poorest accuracy over 0.0 &rz &O.1, where it

was about five times worse than the Minerbo-Levy method. However,

it was 10 to 100 times more accurate over the rest of the curve.

Minerbo and Levy tested their nwthod against random errors by

rounding the calculated f(rz) to two decimal places, corresponding

ideally to a standard deviation in f of uf ~ 0.00289. The actual

values were of = 0.00278 for curve A and 0.00293 for curve B. The

mesh was identical to that used in the accuracy test. The dfi were

arbitrarily set equal to 0.00289 in the spline-fitting procedure.

If this was a correct value for the dfi, Eq. (B-4) predicts that

= 21 + 6 would give the best fit to the exact f, because thes_

number of data points is 21. Figs. B-la and b are plots of uf-vs-S

and ag-vs-S for curves A and B, respectively. The minimum values of
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Fig. B-1. Standard deviation between the input function with round-
ing error and the exact input function (of), and between
the resulting inverted function and the exact inverted
function (u ), vs the smoothing parameter S for (a) curve
A and (b) cjrve B.
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Og and the corresponding S values are given on the plots. The opti-

mum Minerbo and Levy values are a~ (curve A) = 0.0026 and (curve B)

= 0.0053. The spline technique gives comparable results to Minerbo

and Levy’s mthod’ for the two cases discussed.

Minerbo and Levy’s method has an advantage over other methods in

that it is possible to estimate statistically when an increase in

the number of polynomials used to describe the solution no longer

significantly improves the accuracy of the result and may be detri-

mental to the accuracy. It is not clear in the case of very noisy

data if this estimate for the number of polynomials would result in

a more accurate g than an estimate made by simply eyeing the fit.

Test Using Simulated Data

The fringe-shift data resulting from the digitization process

described in Chapter III have several distinguishing character-

istics. The g(r) obtained from inverting the

peaked at r - Rs. The data points are taken
-

uniform increments of distance along the fringe,

formly along rz. For the simulation it will be

points have a distribution about the center of the

data is strongly

at approximately

rather than uni-

assumed that the

fringe determined

along a line perpendicular to the background fringe (perpendicular

to the rz axis). There is a tendency to trace the fringe along the

center measured perpendicular to the disturbed-fringe direction,

resulting in a

this error has

tematic error

systematic error near the shock boundary. However,

been estimated to be small. There is also a sys-

in the r. values due to the conversion from the

digitized Cartesian coordinates, to polar radii with the assumption
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Example of the effects of the ellipticity of the shock
wave images on the measurement of the fringe shift.
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that the shock images are circular. The magnitude of the error

depends on the asphericity of the shock profile, as illustrated in

the exaggerated example of Figs. B-2a and b.

The shock in Fig. B-2a is elliptical. The four boundary points

on Fringes #1 and #3 were fit to a circle of radius Rs; and the cal-

culated location of the center was used to convert the (x,y) coordi-

nates to radial coordinates. Figure B-2b shows a plot of the fringe

shift vs radius after the conversion. A critical problem is the

variation of slope near Rs, which, by Eq. (111-13), translates into

a variation in the peak index of refraction. This problem becomes

more severe at early times when the shock is more elliptical; and it

is complicated by internal asymmetric structure in the shock profile

and by the viewing angle, which is 45° to the axis of symmetry of

the shock (Fig. I-la). The size of the error can be seen by com-

paring the unfolded value of the peak index of refraction for

fringes above and below the central fringe (Fringes #1 and #3 in

Fig. B-2). The central fringe yields the most accurate results.

Coordinate conversion by circular fits to the shock profiles, as

done here, yields greater accuracy than using the distance from the

elliptical shock-profile axis for rz as has been done in some past

works [e.g., Hugenschmidt and Vollrath (1970)].

Figure B-3 shows an approximate curve for f(rz) resulting from a

hypothetical Taylor-von Neumann-Sedov shock wave. The curve was ge-

nerated using Eq. (A-3) for ~(r) with P. = 0.787 x 10-4 g/cm3 (50

torr) and y = 1.4. Then, using n(r) = 0.2247 p(r) + 1. and Eq. (III-

:12) to calculate g(r) with A = 694.3 x 10-5 cm, f(rz) was calculated

numerically using Eq. (B-8) after spline fitting g(r) with S = O.
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There is no simple analytical expression for the curve in Fig.

B-3, so it is not suitable for simulation of the data. However,

curve B [Eq. (B-12)] appears qualitatively similar to the curve in

Fig. B-3 if B = 0.3 is used and Eqs. (B-12) and (B-13) are multi-

plied by 0.05. The curve for f(rz) is shown as the solid line in

Fig. B-4a, and the corresponding g(r) is shown as the solid line in.-.

Fig. B-4b.

Values of f(rz) were calculated at 101 values over O. ~rz ~ 1

using Eq. (B-12)

deviation between

was 0
9

= 0.0011.

‘P
= 0.0005, where

multiplied by 0.05

the exact g(r) and

The fractional error

with B = 0.3. The standard

the inverted g(r) (no noise)

of the peak value of g(r) was

~(inverted) - g(calculated)
‘P = g(calculated)

with the peak g values taken at r = 0.97.

Noise was added to the simulated data points using

Ti = 7(rzi)= f(rzi) + Ni .

(B-14)

(B-15)

The Ni are a set of random normal deviates generated with a Box and

Muller (1958) algorithm from random numbers evenly distributed over

the interval [0,1]. The average of the Ni goes to zero as the “

number of Ni goes to infinity; the standard deviation of the 101 Ni

was set to 0.004. The~i are indicated by the dots in Fig. B-4a.
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Fig. B-4. (a) Function f of curve B with 6 = 0.3 and added random
noise with a = 0.004.

(b) Comparison of the result of inverting the noisy f
with S = 40 (dots) and the exact g (solid line).

(c) Standard deviation in smoothed f (af), inverted f
(u ), and fractional error between inverted peak
fva ue and exact peak value (sp).
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Figure B-4c is a plot of ag, of, and Cp vs S resulting from

inversion of the ~i. The dfi were set to 0.004. The dots in Fig.

B-4b are the inverted data when S = 40.

The variation of Og with the number of data points for a given

noise level is also of interest. A standard deviation in the Ni of

0.004 was again used and the minimum ug was found versus S for

several different numbers of data points. The results were: for 11

points, 09 = 0.035; 21 points, 0.013; 51 points, 0.021; 101 points,

0.026; 201 points, 0.023; and 501 points, 0.026. Twenty points

produced a lower IJg, but this was too few points to resolve the

sharp peak in g(r). Fifty points appeared adequate to resolve the

peak. It was further found by plotting ug and Sp vs S that for the

tests with fifty or more points, Cp was smaller for a slightly

“loose” fit in terms of S.

Several conclusions result. The spline technique produces

results for optimum S that are comparable to results of other

methods. Digitizing 50 to 100 points across the radius of the shock

with a higher density of points per fringe length taken at rz ~Rs

will produce the best results for g(r) in terms of overall accuracy

and accuracy in g(r) at the peak values. The higher number is used

for early shocks where the front is steeper. The fact that there is

no formula for choosing S does not matter. It was found that by

interactively fitting the data with various values of S, one could

choose an S value that gave satisfactory results, and that plotting

f’(rz) was an aid in choosing an optimum S value. Finally, by

choosing a value of S that is slightly less than the apparent
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optimum value, the general shape of g(r) is still clear and greater

accuracy in the peak is nme likely.

TABLE B-I

STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF OVERALL FIT FOR SEVERAL METHODS

From Minerbo and Levy (1969)

Nester- Maldonado Minerbo- Spline
Olsen Borkasten et al. Levy Fit

Curve A 0.00517 0.00123 0.00112 0.00110 0.00116
Curve B 0.0118 0.00281 0.00822 0.00078 0.00054
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. APPENDIX C..

BETHE’S SMALL Y - 1 APPROXIMATION AND., ..

FUCHS’ SOLUTION INCLUDING SOURCE MASS

Bethe (1958) realized that as y + 1, the Taylor-von Neumann-

Sedov self-similar solution of an ideal point explosion shows

several simplifying features which make possible the development of

approximate solutions of the differential equations for nonideal,

extended-source cases. From the strong-shock Hugoniot relation, the

density behind the shock front is ps = po[(y + I)/(y - l)], where p.

is the density of

sity jump across

structure, which

the surrounding air. Therefore, as y + 1, the den-

the shock front becomes very large; and the shock

contains most of the mass originally contained in

the

beh

ing

shock interior, becomes infinitesimally thin. The flow velocity

nd the shock, us, approaches the shock-wave velocity is accord-

to the Hugoniot relation

The shock front

i%=’+ s
y+l i5 .+

pressure is given by

Ps = &i: p.
y+l

i: p. .+

(c-1 )

(c-2)

Furthermore, from the self-similar solution, the pressure of the

interior, pi, is approximately uniform and is very nearly half of ps

[see Chernyi’s solution in Zel’dovich and Raizer (1966)].
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With uniform internal pressure, the internal energy is

Pi 4xR; 0.5 ps 4nR~
Ei = ~--3=~T “ (c-3)

and the kinetic energy is approximately

●

4nR: R:

‘k=~po~ ‘ (c-4)

again assuming a thin shell.

Substituting Eq. (C-2) into (C-3) and comparing with (C-4) gives

‘k
=(y-l)(y+l)Eiy+l } 2(y - l)Ei . (c-5)

The total shock energy, Es, is mostly internal energy:

Es = Ei+Ek-Ei=
*$

s .— (C-6)

Bethe’s “small y - 1“ approximation [used by Fuchs (1947)]

therefore consists of the assumptions that the entire mass of

entrained material is in a thin shell at the shock front and the

interior pressure is uniform. These assumptions become more valid

as y + 1 and are fairly good for very hot air where y - 1.2.

The equation of motion is obtained by considering an arbitrary

shell of constant mass. At time t = O, the shell is at position r

(the Lagrangian coordinate) with density p(r) and thickness dr.

After the passage of the shock, the shell is at position R (the

Eulerian coordinate), with density PI and thickness dR. Conser-

vation of mass implies
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2
plR2dR =Prdr,

giving

The general equation of motion is

d2R . 1 aJ= R2 ~.—
dt2 PI aR ‘_J?ar ‘

where Eq. (C-8) was used to derive the expression

We now use the small y - 1 approximation to say

material is at the shock front, R = R5, ~

Substituting and integrating Eq. (C-9) gives

..
R ‘S

p(r,t) =P5+:rJ p(r)r2dr

s

At the center (r = O),

ii
p(o,t) = PS + # M(RJ ●

s

M(R5), given by

Rs

M(Rs) = / p(r)r2dr 9
0

(c-7)

(C-8)

(c-9)

on the right.

that since all the

= is, and R = R5.

(c-lo)

(C-II)

(C-12)

is the total mass per unit solid angle within the shock.
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From ~~ = ~~(R), the equation

(C-13)

can be used to eliminate fi5. Assuming thaty -1 in Eq. (C-2), and

substituting this and Eq. (C-13) into Eq. (C-n) yields

isd~

~d{M
p(o,t) = pi: + — = ~Z ~ (~:M2) . (C-14)

s
s

s
s

From Eq. (C-6),

d(@2) 3(Y- l)ME

dRs = 27rR5 S ‘

which gives

.
R2

3(y - 1)E5 ‘S
=

s
~ !!&.& .

27TM2 0s

(C-15)

(C-16)

The lower limit is zero because, for small enough Rs, p is approxi-

3
mately constant and Eq. (C-16) then becomes ~~ = Es/p R5. This is

in agreement with the Taylor-von Neumann-Sedov solution for an

instantaneous point energy release in a uniform atmosphere, as it

should be.

The target mass

distribution out to

uniform density Po.

fi is assumed

radius R1 and

Fuchs defines a

Ro; this is the “excess material”
.

to have an arbitrary density

to be surrounded by air of

physically descriptive radius

radius related to MT by the

expression MT = 4~Po (R; + R:)/S” Then, for s~Rl,
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,.

s
M(s) = J ~(r)r2dr = ~ PO(S 3 + R:)

o.

at t =0, s = O, so that

1
‘1

~ PoR~-= ~ [p(r) - po]rzdr .
0

(C-17)

(C-18)

Substituting .Eq. (C-18) for t >0 into Eq. (C-17) and the result

into the integral of Eq. (C-16) gives

R
s M(s) d5 =

JR ~ ‘x Js [p(r) -po]r2dr .:PoR:+o/ s o (C-19)
o

Integration by parts yields

where

R,

J ‘ ~nr[p(r) -po]r2dr

!ZnFz
o .

‘1
~ [p(r) - ~o]r2dr

o

Using Eq. (C-20) in Eq. (C-16) gives

●

R2
3E5(Y - 1) z

= f (R5) ,
s

27rpoR:

(C-21)

(c-22)

with
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1 + 3(Ro/R~)3 ~n(R~/~)
f2(R~) =

[~ + (Ro/R~)3]2 “
(C-23)

For large R~, f2(R~) goes to 1 and Eq. (C-22) reduces to the

approximate solution for a point explosion in a uniform atmosphere

derived by Bethe. Chapter II uses Chernyi ’s approximate solution to

assign an Es at later times, when the effect of the mass is no

longer important. Chernyi ’s thin-shell approximation does not

explicitly assume y = 1, as was done by Bethe, and therefore the

numerical constants differ slightly between the two

To be consistent, we will normalize Eq. (C-22) at

Chernyi ’s solution. That is,

approximations.

large radii to

(C-24)

where E is defined in Eq. (II-7). The t-vs-Rs relation is obtained

from

JRS L
()

5 PO 1’2
Jz

1 +2’3
t dr=~ ERo~= dz ‘

o
Iis(r)

o 4Z’3 + 3 gn(zi~]

(C-25)

where Z = Rs/Ro and Z. = ~/Ro. This converges to Chernyi ’s solution

for large Z. The denominator of the integrand is imaginary for

small z’. The lower limit must therefore be taken to be slightly

greater than zero, representing only a small error in t.
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